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U.S. TRADE 'NEGOTIATING OBJECTIVES FOR
SERVICES AT THE SEATTLE WTO MINISTE-
RIAL MEETING

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1999

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.

The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 2:18 a.m., in
room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Charles E.
Grassley (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Also present: Senator Baucus.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. GRASSLEY, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM IOWA, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITrEE ON
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Senator GRASSLEY. I would thank everybody for accommodating

the U.S. Senate while we conducted a vote just now, and hopefully
we will not be interrupted for the rest of the hearing.

I welcome everybody to this hearing, but particularly our wit-
nesses who always have to go to extra work and have a lot of down
time, like the last 15 minutes, to come up and make the process
of participatory democracy work, particularly in Congressional
oversight.

This is our second hearing examining the administration's trade
negotiation objectives. Today we are going to look at trade and
services. In any global trade organization involved in negotiations,
we must play to our strengths. Like agriculture, services is one of
America's strengths in international trade.

My own State of Iowa services account for about one- half of the
total non-farm earned income, about $14.5 billion. Trade and serv--
ices is a highly dynamic source of jobs and a powerful engine of
economic growth.

Last year, the United States exported $258 billion worth of serv-
ices abroad. This amount, which is roughly the-size of our entire
GDP in 1948, makes the United States the largest exporter of serv-
ices.

Our services industries have proven over and over again that
they can compete in the world, because they are the best. Clearly,
U.S. service providers are winning the competitiveness challenge,
but there is another, more important challenge. That is what we
call the contestability challenge, the ability of even small firms to
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have a global reach and to compete for work anywhere in the
world.

We have a recent study on the value of world production that is
globally contestable, and that will soar by more than 500 percent
in just 5 years, from $4 trillion in 1995 to more than $21 trillion
next year. That is an amount equal to about one-half of the total
world economic output.

Services are one of the key economic sectors most affected by the
contestability challenge. I will give you some examples. A new of-
fice building in Kastrees can be financed in a bank in Tokyo, de-
signed by an architectural firm in Boston, insured by a firm in Des
Moines, and constructed with Canadian materials shipped from
Miami. A telephone company in Sweden uses electronic components
manufactured by a United States company in Israel to build wire-
less communication stations in Malaysia.

All of this is made possible by a real-time free flow of consulting,
data processing, architectural, legal, financial, software, Internet,
shipping and delivery services, and a lot o-others too numerous to
mention.

Thousands upon thousands of services transactions like these
occur every day and they demonstrate that, in the Internet era,
local, and international markets are virtually the same. That is the
contestability challenge that we have to meet. This is why the new
multilateral negotiations and services are so important.

There are many issues we must address in the new round of
services negotiations to make sure that we can continue to compete
in this new environment.

Just a few. First, we must liberalize trade in all service sectors
as much as possible. The schedules of commitments to trade liber-
alization made within the Uruguay Round General Agreement on
Trades and Services must be broadened and deepened.

And I do not want to minimize the achievements that the GATS
agreement represents. After all, services negotiations were con-
ducted on a separate track during the Uruguay Round and faced
strong opposition in many corners.

But most of the commitments obtained in the GAT represent a
stand-still or a ceiling on existing trade barriers, not the reductions
in trade barriers that we need now. So we can say legitimately,
based on past experience, we can do better and we need to expand
these market access commitments across the board.

Second, we need to reform regulations that restrict competition
and services. Article 6 of the GATS agreement should be strength-
ened to provide for greater objectivity and transparency. The Se-
attle ministerial is our best opportunity since 1993 to push for that
transparency.

If we get greater transparency, regulations cannot then be used
to thwart market access and frustrate national treatment obliga-
tions. We must continue our efforts to reform government procure-
ment procedures, particularly the work begun in the 1996 Singa-
pore ministerial relating to transparency in government procure-
ment.

In financial services, we must expand rights of establishment
and ownership, and hopefully make sure that electronic commerce
remains a high-speed roadway and does not become some sort of



toll road littered with government-imposed obstacles. We must fur-ther liberalize trade and delivery services so that we can quickly
move high-valued goods around the country.

Most importantly, we need two things. We need a vision for
where we want to go. We need specific objectives that will get us
to those goals, and then we think the rest of the world will follow.

Today, 1 hope that we will hear about specific trade liberalization
objective that our negotiators will pursue in Seattle and in the sub-
sequent negotiations.

Senator Baucus, thank you for coming.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no state-

ment. I just want to hear what the witnesses have to say, and I
will have a few comments later.

Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you.
Before Ambassador Esserman starts out, I would ask that a

statement by Senator Hatch be entered in the record.
[The prepared statement of Senator Hatch appears in the appen-

dix.]
The CHAIRMAN. We will start with you, Ambassador.
Senator BAUCUS. I just want to compliment both Secretary Aaron

and Ambassador Esserman. They work long and hard for this coun-
try and it is not easy. They have appeared before this committee
many, many times and many other committees many, many times,
in addition to all tle work they have done and the travel that they
do on behalf of the United States. You both are terrific public serv-
ants, and I, for one, compliment you, thank you, and I know that
others who know of your good work do, too.

Senator GRASSLEY. And I associate myself with those remarks.
Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. SUSAN G. ESSERMAN, DEPUTY U.S.
TRADE REPRESENTATIVE, WASHINGTON, DC

Ambassador ESSERMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, Senator Baucus, we are very pleased that you

have held this hearing on the very important subject of the services
trade agenda at the WTO.

As the President said last week, opening trade in services will be
a central goal in the round that we expect to launch in Seattle.

As your opening statement reveals, the American service sector
includes a vast array of industries, from finance, telecommuni-
cations, distribution, health, education, environmental, travel, serv-
ices, construction law, engineering, architecture law, and may
more.

These industries provide over 86 million jobs and over $5.5 tril-
lion worth of production, 70 percent of U.S. GDP, and more than
one dollar in seven of world production. In addition, services have
an important impact on the agriculture and manufacturing econ-
omy.

As you have noted, in many services fields the U.S. is the world's
leader. This sector includes some of our most sophisticated high-
wage industries, drawing on the skills and talents of the Americanpeople.The United States is the world's leading exporter of services,

with $246 billion of private sector exports last year. Our service



providers, ranging from some of America's largest and best-known
companies to smaller and medium-sized businesses, are some of
our leading exporters.

As both of our testimonies document, and your statement does as
well, services industries now contribute substantially to our eco-
nomic growth and to our export performance, but there is much to
be gained from broad-ranging services negotiations as many serv-
ices markets abroad remain highly restrictive, impeding our export
potential and imposing broader societal costs as well.

As you know, services trade policy is a relatively new field. In
fact, as recently as 1993, there were no trade disciplines in serv-
ices. Since then, we have built a strong foundation from which to
begin our work in the next round.

Through the Uruguay Round, which created the WTO, we com-
pleted the General Agreement on Trades and Services, known as
the GATS, which for the first time ever established a framework
of rules governing trade in this vast sector.

Our 1997 agreements on financial services and basic tele-
communications have built on that, and they have both fostered
competition and reduced the costs of services in these important
fields, with commitments to market access and national treatment.

Our regional initiatives in Europe, Latin America, Asia, and Afri-
ca, together with our 33 accession negotiations, have helped to cre-
ate models and set precedents for f'iture opening of services. These
are, though, only the first steps.

While the Uruguay Round agreement established fundamental
rules, as I have said, there is much left to be done in achieving
market openings. Here, I would say our goals very much match the
goals that you have outlined, Mr. Chairman.

Our goal at Seattle is to launch a negotiation which enables us
to secure maximum liberalization in a broad array of sectors
through a broadening and deepening of the services commitments
of all WTO members.

Working closely with industry, we have developed a plan which
sets out our objectives and is designed to give us the flexibility to
pursue a variety of negotiating approaches to achieve the greatest
liberalization possible.

Specifically, we will seek to accomplish this liberalization goal
through three separate types of negotiations. First, sectoral agree-
ments developed through creation of model sets of services or
GATS commitments for key sectors of interest to the United States.

These model schedules, or templates, would be roughly equiva-
lent to the zero-for-zero tariff elimination we have already done for
goods. The model schedules would, in essence, provide essentially
free trade and services through removal of as many restrictions a
possible in a particular sector.

We will also be examining cross-sectoral, or horizontal, methods
of service sector liberalization. Here, we would seek to eliminate a
restriction across a range of sectors.

An example of this type of approach would be that countries
would commit not to discriminate against particular modes of deliv-
ering services, such as, for example, e-commerce. This would be a
commitment that would affect all sectors.



The third type would be the request and offer approach as a sup-
plement, as necessary to pursue specific market access liberaliza-
tions on a country-by-country basis.

In addition, our objectives would include increasing participation
in the very important basic Telecommunications and Financial
Services Agreement, and very importantly, ensuring that services
rules are sufficiently flexible to anticipate the development of new
technologies.

Finally, in order to realize these market access commitments in
certain highly regulated sectors, we will seek to ensure that WTO
members' regulatory frameworks are transparent and fair and do
not undermine the market opening commitments they have made.
This would, however, in no way diminish the ability of the United
States or other governments to regulate as necessary to protect im-
portant citizen interests.

Our work in the electronic commerce area in the WTO, although
separate from the services negotiations, is essential to success in
services. This is because, increasingly, a number of services-for
example, telemedicine, distance education, some forms of entertain-
ment, and news--can be efficiently and easily delivered electroni-
cally. Therefore, we have been doing important work at the WTO.

Beginning in Seattle, we will seek to extend the WTO's current
moratorium on application of tariffs to electronic transmissions. We
are also seeking countries to commit to avoid measures that unduly
restrict development of electronic commerce, to ensure WTO rules
do not discriminate against new technologies-and methods of trade,
to accord proper treatment of digital products, to ensure full protec-
tion of intellectual property rights on the net, and capacity building
in developing countries. We are also open to pursuing additional
issues in an ongoing work program.

In addition to pursuing consensus on these substantive goals, we
are working with other WTO members to set a 3-year timetable,
with benchmarks to ensure progress that will ensure that the
Round yields significant benefits rapidly.

In conclusion, the promise and opportunities in this area are im-
mense. We very much look forward to launching an ambitious ne-
gotiation at Seattle, to working further with you and the Congress,
and our industry in developing specific and comprehensive pro-
posals for achieving the maximum liberalization possible in this
important sector.

Thank you.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Madam Ambassador.
Now, to Secretary Aaron.
[The prepared statement of Ambassador Esserman appears in

the appendix.]

STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID L. AARON, UNDER SECRETARY OF
COMMERCE FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE, DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. AARON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the sub-

committee. I want to thank you .,"r the opportunity to appear here
today to discuss the critical role played by the services sector in our
economy and the objectives we are developing in the run-up to Se-
attle.



American service industries are the most competitive in the
world. As Ambassador Esserman pointed out, we had over $246 bil-
lion in services exports last year alone. To give you a sense of that,
this number has doubled over the last 10 years. This trade surplus
in services, in fact, reached $83 billion last year, which made a
very important contribution, offsetting fully a third of our merchan-
dise deficit.

However, trade rules for services have only barely begun to ad-
dress the barriers that limit market access. With goods, barriers
typically exist at the border in the form of tariffs or nontariff bar-
riers.

By contrast, trade barriers in services are often less apparent
and often imbedded in a country's domestic regulations. That is
why, as you pointed out, Mr. Chairman, transparency is so impor-
tant, and in particular, transparency in government procurement.

Services have clearly lagged behind goods in terms of global
trade liberalization. Foreign markets still offer excellent prospects
for future export expansion and for creating new jobs for U.S. serv-
ice companies, so we have to do more.

The new General Agreement on Trade and Services, the GATS
2000 Round, offers an excellent opportunity to liberalize a broad
range of services sectors and to create an open international serv-
ices trading system that will continue to provide growth and pros-
perity into the 21st century.

The Commerce Department is taking a leading role in govern-
ment's industry outreach efforts to determine the priorities and ob-
jectives for services industries in the next round of trade negotia-
tions.

Through our advisory committees and an extensive ongoing serv-
ices of services sector round tables, industry has been candid about
its concerns, indicating a strong interest in achieving liberalization
in most services sectors.

The U.S. objective is to broaden and deepen the commitments in
the GATS. First, by increasing the number of industry sectors list-
ed in each country's schedule so that companies in health care, en-
ergy, private pensions, and educational services industries, for ex-
ample, are able to establish operations and sell their services over-
seas.

Second, we want to extend the coverage of commitments to all
segments of a particular sector. For example, we would seek to en-
sure commitments in the construction services apply to the whole
sector, not just to the construction of, let's say, offshore oil plat-
forms.

Third, we must deepen the scope of existing commitments, allow-
ing companies that are limited by equity ownership caps to fully
control their foreign operations.

Fourth, to use this round to promote domestic regulatory reform
so that, for example, our financial services firms can gain approval
within a reasonable period of time for innovative products that
they bring to a foreign market.

We also want to ensure that the new round prevents discrimina-
tion against new technologies for our particular methods of deliv-
ering goods or--ervices, such as electronic commerce. Our goal at



the WTO is to ensure that the Internet continues V6 be an engine
of economic prosperity in the United States and around the world.

At the Commerce Department, we are working closely with
USTR to extend the 1998 moratorium on Customs duties on elec-
tronic transmissions and, very importantly, to ensure that WTO
members take no action to inhibit the growth of electronic com-
merce.

In particular, we must avoid the premature classification of elec-
tronic deliveries as a good or a service. An EU-proposed WTO prin-
ciple would label all electronic deliveries as services.

Many countries, including the United States and Japan, simply
do not agree. For one thing, this could extend the audio-visual pro-
hibition on cultural grounds to software and other items delivered
by electronic means.

Let me conclude, Mr. Chairman, by stressing the role that small
business needs to play in setting the WTO agenda. We estimate
that 97 percent of the 113,000 U.S. enterprises engaged in export-
ing are small- and medium-sized firms. Many of them are in the
business of exporting services. We are, therefore, working to enlist
the drive and creativity of America's small business sector in our
work on the new trade round.

The upcoming Seattle ministerial in the new trade negotiations
round provides an excellent opportunity to make great strides in
the liberalization in world trade, especially in services.

It is crucial that the administration, working together with the
Congress, industry, labor, and our trading partners, take full ad-
vantage of this new round to provide new opportunities for the U.S.
services industry to compete around the world.

I would be pleased to answer your questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Aaron appears in the appendix.]
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you very much.
Are the clocks working? If they are not, that is all right. Forget

it. I will let you discipline me, Senator Baucus, so I do not take too
much time.

Senator BAUCUS. Well, I hope you discipline yourself.
Senator GRASSLE. Ambassador Esserman, one of the major

problems with the GATS agreement is that the schedule of commit-
ments lacks transparency. Another problem is that, as I indicate in
my statement, most of the commitments on trade barriers are real-
ly just stand-still agreements. We have imposed ceilings on existing
measures; we have not reduced or eliminated trade barriers.

Let me encourage you to be really specific with your suggestions,
because it is very helpful to have general policy statements, but we
are very close to the ministerial in Seattle, only a month away, so
we need as much detail as we can get.

What, specifically, should the United States do in the new round
to expand and enhance market access commitments in the GATS
agreement?

Ambassador ESSERMAN. Senator, I very much agree with the two
problems that you have noted. The first, that it is very difficult to
pour through the services schedules and understand just what they
mean, and what countries have committed to.

That is actually one of the objectives in our negotiations to en-
sure that we have a better system of classification so that we have



a better and clearer understanding of, when a country makes a
commitment, that we know exactly the extent of that commitment.

Second, you are quite right, there is a substantial additional
need to open markets. Here, we are purs-n i a-variety of ap-
proaches. First of all, we have been working over the last 2 years
within the WTO to build awareness within a wide variety of coun-
tries of the importance of taking services commitments, of the im-
portance of open services sectors, to enhancing a country's
attractiveness for investment, to building more competitive services
sectors. So, we have been focusing on, I believe, 15 sectors in the
WTO.

Also, we have been working regionally to build model approaches
that could potentially be used and brought to the WTO as a basis
for securing liberalization. Also, we have been trying to do that
through some of our accession negotiations, working in a specific
way that might be useful't--urlater negotiations.

As I outlined, the services area is so vast and so broad, so it is
critically important that we have a number of different approaches
and not simply rely on the request/offer type of approach in the
past.

Given the breadth and the diversity, yet some commonality, we
have come up with these three specific approaches as different and
alternative means to achieve liberalization.

Senator GRASSLEY. As a follow up, has the Congress' failure to
give the President fast trace trading authority been an impedi-
ment, or does it appear to be an impediment at Seattle and beyond
in this area of GATS agreement so you can effectively negotiate
one, or effectively negotiate, period?

Ambassador ESSERMAN. Senator, we of course would prefer to
have fast track authority. However, there has been a wide-ranging
interest in services liberalization, as evidenced by the fact that it
was a subject for the built-in agenda.

There has been a huge amount of private sector initiatives in
this area, where our private sector has been working with private
sectors around the world, and a continuing work program over the
past couple of years so that we would be in a position to launch
negotiations.

We are building into the WTO now a series of benchmarks so
that we can move ahead rapidly at the launch of the negotiations
and seek to conclude within 3 years.

Senator GRASSLEY. Have you had any indication from other coun-
tries that they did not want to negotiate in this area as long as the
President did not have this authority?

- Ambassador ESSERMAN. I have not.
Senator GRASSLEY. You have not heard any?
Ambassador ESSERMAN. I have not heard any kind of comment

like that in regard to services.
Senator GRASSLEY. Ambassador Aaron, I am concerned that

there seems to be a split between developed and developing coun-
tries on liberalizing government procurement.

I have heard some reports that developing country members of
WTO will oppose efforts by the United States or other developed
countries to secure a global agreement on transparency in Seattle.



As you know, a WTO working group on government procureme:it
was established in the 1996 Singapore ministerial, and they had a
specific inandate to study transparency in government procurement
and develop areas for inclusion in possible agreement.

How much does this opposition from developed nations undercut
our efforts to liberalize government procurement?

Mr. AARON. I think, -Mr. Chairman, that we have a reasonably
good opportunity here to achieve an agreement on transparency in
government procurement. The developing countries, many of them,
are supportive of our efforts to conclude an agreement. South
Korea was a co-sponsor of our initial draft text.

At a recently concluded meeting in Durben, South Africa at an
annual anti-corruption conference, participants representing over
134 countries agreed that we should seek to conclude an agreement
on transparency in government procurement at the Seattle ministe-
rial meeting.

We have a number of positive developments. In particular, in
September, the APEC ministers agreed to make efforts to conclude
an agreement by the time of the ministerial. The OECD ministers
have made previously similar comments.

So it is not clear that this is sort of a north/south issue, except
in one respect. That is, that our European friends have been insist-
ing that there somehow be some linkage or some provision in the
transparency in government procurement agreement that would
call for market access as well as transparency.

This has been opposed by many, and most, developing countries,
and we think this is a case of perhaps the best being the enemy
of the good. We, too, would like in the GPA negotiations to continue
to pursue market access in government procurement, but we do not
think this is the vehicle or the place to do it.

We think that transparency in government procurement is a
good end in its own that will be beneficial not only to our country
and to the developed countries, but even more importantly to devel-
oping countries.

They stand to benefit not only in terms of effectiveness and effi-
ciency, but also in terms of fighting corruption and the corrosive ef-
fect that bribery and all the other things that come in train with
lack of transparency do to undermine the efforts of these countries
to both grow and develop viable economies and viable democracies.

So we believe this is an issue that can reach across the north/
south divide and hopefully unite us all.

Senator GRASSLEY. A quick follow up, and then we will go to Sen-
ator Baucus.

Just, for instance, a few basic principles whether or not you
think these can be established in these negotiations. For companies
that want to bid to get enough information to do it, to be notified
of opportunities and bids are announced for government procure-
ment contracts, is that just as tough as any or are those basics very
difficult as well?

Mr. AARON. Those look pretty basic, but you would be surprised
how often we do not really see it. Indeed, even in some of our rela-
tionships with developed countries we can find that.

In Asia, for example, we have had experiences where even com-
mitments made to do that often come up short. But those are pre-



cisely the issues that we need. Companies need to have information
that will permit them to bid, they need notification, they need ade-
quate information on the time scales, the criteria, things of that
sort.

Senator GRASSLEY. Senator Baucus?
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am a bit concerned about Japan. I cannot prove this, but I have

a strong impression that, in the Uruguay Round, other than, say,
on rice and a couple of other issues, Japan did not end up making
the same kind of significant changes that were required of other
partners in the round.

I am worried that this next, upcoming round is going to be the
same. That is, in the last round Japan made minimal commit-
ments, then in the uniquely Japanese way, found ways to avoid
them, circumvent them, minimize, and just not live up to their obli-
gations.

I am, again, quite concerned that this is going to happen again.
In the last round, we tended to focus on Europe, I think, to the ex-
clusion of this problem with Japan, and I am concerned in this next
round we are going to focus perhaps too much on Europe or other
matters, particularly when it comes to GMOs and so forth, and no
really focus as much as we should on Japan, which after all is the
second largest economy in the world.

I am also concerned because I have heard many USTR witnesses
in the past talk about GATT-plus. That is, well, if it does not work
as well as we like to under the GATT rules, well, we will negotiate
a separate bilateral agreement with Japan. Well, that plays into
their hands, the Japanese.

It seems to me, what is good enough for other countries under
the Uruguay Round or WTO ought to be good enough for Japan,
and we should not let ourselves fall into the trap of trying to nego-
tiate a separate, better agreement with Japan because Japan has
been backsliding compared to other countries.

It is particularly disturbing because we are now in this era
where we take problems to, say, the WTO. We do not utilize our
own trade laws, like Section 301, for example, and things get hung
up and delayed again.

So I would like your thoughts on this. Obviously, this requires
a lot of deep thought. This is not a question where an off-the-cuff
response can suffice.

However, I would like your initial reactions and solutions to this,
and then in a few days if you could provide me with more detailed,
more complete thoughts on this because I think we are not looking
enough at Japan while we are focused on some of these other prob-
lems, and I am very worried because Japan is very good at this and
it is going to find some way to slip off in the way that they have
in the past.

Mr. AARON. Well, let me say this. I think that we are focused on
Japan. I think we have been focused on Japan, for example, in the
industrial goods sector all the way through the APEC process, the
development of our Advanced Tariff Liberalization initiation.

We have had a lot of trouble with Japan in this regard, but we
have been very focused on what that impact would be in regard to



Japan. Similarly, in the services sector I think we are clearly fo-
cused on Japan.

But, having said that, I also share your concern about Japanese
objectives in this round because I certainly see no positive objec-
tives.

So far as I can tell, their objectives in this round are simply to
diminish the effectiveness of our fair trade laws and to avoid any
constraints on fisheries and timber, and perhaps other agricultural
products. That seems to be the sum total.

I see no positive objectives on their part. So, it is a worrisome
strategy that they seem to be deploying here. I agree with you that
we need to give a lot of thought as to how to deal with this.

Senator BAUCUS. Well, particularly, take services, for example. I
applaud the list that you gave to Japan a couple of weeks ago, in-
cluding telecommunications, for example, and competition policy in
many other areas.

I mean, obviously with respect to telecommunications, the Inter-
net, and electronic commerce, the more Japan were to open up, the
more it would be a more competitive economy. It would help ad-
dress a lot of their economic problems in the medium term, and
perhaps in the long term.

But, given the uniquely historical Japanese reluctance to com-
pete internally in a rather managed economy, I am not so sanguine
that they are going to react very favorably to your list.

So how do we get at this? What is the solution here? Senator
Grassley and I are going to be introducing a resolution soon, this
week or next, a sense of the Senate encouraging your efforts and
encouraging you to be vigorous in promoting a good result, access
for services, telecommunications, and so forth into Japan. That is
one way we can help. But just your thoughts on how we advance
the ball here.

Ambassador ESSERMAN. Senator, if I could just add to what
Under Secretary Aaron has just said. We certainly share your con-
cern. I would just say that, while this question does deserve deeper
thought, I would just say that I think it is critically important that
we pursue a multiplicity of approaches with Japan.

You cannot just leave it to multilateral negotiations, although
there are some important areas we are pursuing in the WTO that
are very important to us, such as in the APEC sectors where we
are seeking liberalization from Japan.

There are a number of interests that we have there, there are
a number of interests that we had-ii the Uruguay Round. One area
was intellectual property, where we did get important commit-
ments from Japan on certain tariff areas.

But with Japan, particularly given the multiple barriers, it is
very important to pursue multilateral approaches, bilateral and re-
gional approaches, and very specific approaches that result in con-
stant and vigorous monitoring, but we will reflect further and more
deeply on that.

Senator BAUCUS. What leverage do we have? It is my experience
in trade matters that no country altruistically, out of the goodness
of its heart, is going to lower a trade barrier. They do not. Coun-
tries do not unless they have to.



We have just got to figure out the have tos as the leverage, or
else it will not happen, or show why it is good for them. I am not
all that sanguine on the speed with which Japan is going to move
here, given past practices, past pattern.

That means we have got to be a little more creative and a little
more thoughtful. Maybe part of the problem is it is raised up to a
higher level in the administration, some of these issues, the White
House, State Department, et cetera.

I know you guys try very, very hard, but I have been around
here a while and I know what happens with Japan. It is very, very
frustration. Very frustrating. I am just curious if you have any new
ideas.

Mr. AARON. Well, one new idea, which I think is a reasonably
new idea which has been pursued, I think, very effectively, particu-
larly with USTR's leadership, has been our deregulation effort with
them. I think Ambassador Fischer has done a really outstanding
job in getting some very effective agreements with them bilaterally
in the deregulation area.

Certainly the two that the Commerce Department is most di-
rectly involved in, medical devices and pharmaceuticals, I think the
industry feels pretty good that we are getting the kind of deregula-
tion follow-through on the commitments the Japanese have made
in opening up that market.

I think in the financial services sector, the picture may be a little
more mixed. But even there, there is a lot of anecdotal evidence
that some of our financial services companies are finally selling
stocks, finally selling product, and are finally getting into that mar-
ket.

So I think there are some new ideas. We have now just put on
the table some new deregulation proposals that we believe are in
their interest and that they will see that are in their interest, and
that are in our interest as well. But I think, as Ambassador
Esserman has just said, we have got to come at them in every dif-
ferent way we can.

Senator BAUCUS. I wish you luck. Thank you.
Senator GRASSLEY. I have one more question for Ambassador

Aaron related to this hearing. And before you go, Ambassador
Aaron, I have one other thing I would ask you for a suggestion on,
as long as I have your ear.

First of all, related to this hearing, it is kind of maybe too gen-
eral of a question, but it is a very basic question to a complete vic-
tory to our country in these negotiations.

By the way, I am very glad to work with you on that resolution
as well, the resolution he was talking about in regard to Japan.

What can we do at Seattle, and afterwards, to encourage the sig-
natory countries that have not ratified the GATS agreement to do
so? Is there a slow-down on ratification that might indicate a lack
of willingness to engage in deeper liberalization in financial serv-
ices? Maybe I should also direct that to the Ambassador as well,
but I will start with you.

Mr. AARON. Well, I think, if I am not mistaken, roughly 60 out
of the 70 countries that signed on to the agreement, the original
signatories of the agreement, have joined on to it.



We have been pressing in every possible way, through demarches
bilaterally, through the State Department, through our activities in
Geneva, through the high-level contacts with governments as they
come to Washington or as we go to their countries to get them to
sign onto it. We have been making progress in it, but it is not com-
plete. All I can say is, it takes a lot of diplomatic elbow grease to
get it done.

Ambassador ESSERMAN. I would simply add that 60 of the 70 Sig-
natories have ratified, the other 10 appear to be far along in the
ratification process. I believe that their ratifications are pending in
their legislature.

As to persuading countries to join, we have been trying to use
our bilateral initiatives and regional initiatives to persuade coun-
tries to join. We have had some successes recently in Africa, where
recently two countries have joined.

But it is, I think, now hearkening back to what Senator Baucus
said, the most significant modification is that this is very much in
these countries' interests, and a number of these African countries,
for example, are saying that it is very important for them to par-
ticipate in the telecom, in the financial services agreement, because
it is good for their economy.

Senator GRASSLEY. Yes. As I said, Ambassador Aaron, I have got
a question, and this is in regard to the European Union. The Union
has been working on an environmental directive, and this directive
would result in an effective ban on the sale in European Union
countries of U.S.-manufactured refrigerators and freezers. We have
so many of these, like Amana, Frigidaire, and Maytag in my State
of Iowa, and I think have a very negative impact.

The issue is now before the European parliament. It is my under-
standing that it will be voted on in committee next month. But
what I find troubling about this is not their right to do it, but their
unfairness of it.

The EU's action in proposing this directive is that the European
manufacturers would be able to continue to export the very same
products which U.S. manufacturers would be prohibited from sell-
ing in European countries, thus eliminating any potential environ-
mental benefit.

If this proposal would go through, one of the companies in my
State has estimated that it would disrupt their European distribu-
tion network and cost them $30 million in lost sales. That is just
one of our companies.

I believe your department has conveyed our government's con-
cern about this potential nontariff trade barrier to the European
Union. Is there any additional action that the Commerce Depart-
ment can take to engage the Europeans on this issue?

Mr. AARON. Yes, I believe there is, Mr. Chairman. We will be
pursuing this issue actively at the upcoming meeting of the Trans-
atlantic Business Dialogue, which will meet at the end of next
week in Berlin, where we will have some key EU officials there, as
well as representatives from industry on both sides of the Atlantic.

Interestingly enough, in this process EU industry basically op-
posed this regulation as well. They have much less at stake than
we do, but they were on our side in this issue.



We believe that it is extremely important that we get some satis-
faction by bringing this to the attention at the level of Secretary
Daley when we meet with them in Berlin.

Beyond that, I think we also need to communicate to the par-
liament. If I might make a suggestion, I would suggest you might
want to use the mechanism of the Transatlantic Legislative Dia-
logue which has now been established to send a communication to
the European parliament about your concerns on the issue, particu-
larly the unfairness of their continuing to permit the export of
those items that they ban for their own consumption.

Senator GRASSLEY. Well, thank you. I appreciate what you will
be able to do in Berlin, or at least raising the issue in Berlin. I
thank you very much for doing that. Maybe we can keep our com-
munication open on the issue and see if there is some way we can
keep the heat on.

Well, in the same vein as Senator Baucus in his welcoming you,
recognizing the hard work you do, I would just simply say once
again, thank you for participating in this. It is another example of
your hard work, and I suppose with Seattle coming up, it is just
beginning, in a sense. Thank you very much.

Ambassador ESSERMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. AARON. Thank you.
Senator GRASSLEY. I now have the privilege of calling some of

our private sector witnesses. We have Stuart J. Brahs, and he hap-
pens to be vice president of Federal Government Relations, The
Principal Financial Group. The Principal Financial Group is
headquartered in my State capital of Des Moines, Iowa, but they
are also very international in their approach in the service indus-
try.

Then we have Catherine L. Mann. She is a senior fellow, Insti-
tute of International Economics here in Washington, DC, and a
publisher and author as well.

Then a person who is well-known on Capital Hill because of pre-
vious work with this committee, J. Robert Vastine, president of the
Coalition of Service Industries, Washington, DC. If I am not vio-
lating any protocol, I will just call on you the way I introduced you.

So, Stu, would you proceed?

STATEMENT OF STUART J. BRAHS, VICE PRESIDENT, FED-
ERAL GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, THE PRINCIPAL FINAN-
CIAL GROUP, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. BRAHS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate

the invitation and the generous introduction.
Our written statement has been submitted for the record, so let

me just go over a few brief items in the next few minutes.
As Ambassador Esserman and Secretary Aaron noted, the Gen-

eral Agreement on Trade and Services that was approved in De-
cember of 1997, the GATS, was a significant achievement in inter-
national trade, and under the GATS financial services companies
such as The Principal are protected against foreign governmental
actions which might prevent us from providing a wide range of fi-
nancial products and services across national borders which would
otherwise discriminate against foreign-owned banks, insurers,
asset management companies, mutual funds, and the like.



GATS, I think those more knowledgeable than I would suggest,
is not a perfect agreement, probably where perfection could not
have been expected. But I think it has gone a long way to providing
a permanent and forcible set of rules under which those of us work-
ing in the international marketplace can operate.

In this context I would like to pick up a note that you and Sen-
ator Baucus made about our negotiators. J think it is fair to say
that the U.S. financial services companies have enjoyed a very col-
legial relationship with our trade negotiators and other government
agencies that were involved in the 1997 trade talks.

We met frequently here in Washington, Geneva, and other cap-
itals around the world on the GATS negotiations throughout the al-
most 2 years of that negotiating process. I am pleased to say that
this relationship continues. We remain in close communication, cer-
tainly, as our American negotiators are preparing for the Seattle
ministerial.

Speaking of which, the forthcoming round of trade negotiations
in Seattle is probably going to be challenging, if not more so, than
the Uruguay Round.

In the context of the draft ministerial text which first came out
on the 7th of October and I gather has just recently been revised,
we would urge that our ministers, our trade negotiators, continue
to develop a GATS regii, c n to encourage the availability and choice
of insurance, re-insurance, private pensions, annuity, personal re-
tirement security plans, and the broad range of banking and secu-
rities products that are offered by American financial services com-
panies.

We think this objective will enhance the ability of the WTO's
members to develop sustainable global services trade, to strengthen
the financial stability of their own national economies, and to help
ensure their own citizens' personal future financial securities.

Recently, Mr. Chairman, the Senate Special Aging Committee,
which of course you also chair, looked at America's retirement sav-
ings needs and private pensions. Our trading partners, whether in
the well-developed, highly competitive European Union or in the
economies in transition, are doing pretty much the same thing.

That is, they are assessing the enormous impact of the aging
baby boom generation on their future economies and societies, and
I think some are gradually waking up to the fact that their social
safety nets will be totally inadequate to sustain their aging popu-
lations in the 21st century.

Parenthetically, I would like to note that I was pleased by Sec-
retary Aaron's comments about the focus on private pensions, espe-
cially in light of the leadership that the Commerce Department has
provided in the work of the OECD, the Organization of Economic
Cooperation and Development.

So in this context, Mr. Chairman, I think our negotiators should
address how this issue of the aging of the baby boom generation,
whether it is in North America, Europe, Latin America, or else-
where, how this and other financial services companies look at it
on a prospective basis.

I understand this is very amorphous and may not have the speci-
ficity that perhaps you would like or we might advise our nego-
tiators, but I think our negotiators should consider how to avoid



impediments or potential barriers down the road to the design, the
funding, the investment, the underriding management, as well as
the administration, regulation, and supervision of private pensions
and retirement savings products around the world.

I think in this regard, also, the negotiators ought to bear in mind
how American financial services companies can actively participate
in the potentially significant global pensions and asset manage-
ment markets.

In my prepared statement, I also allude to the tax policy, which
probably warrants consideration. You have obviously provided tre-
mendous leadership in the Finance Committee in promoting pri-
vate pensions, with the cooperation and assistance of Chairman
Roth. We would hope that perhaps this could be extrapolated into
the international trade context.

The Seattle ministerial, in our view, Mr. Chairman, offers the po-
tential to set the stage for the next round of trade talks, the 2000
round, GATS 2000, the Millennium Round, whatever it may be
eventually called, as well as I think it also would set the tone for
the anticipated 3-year negotiating period.

I think the ministers will be able to build on the successful foun-
dation of the 1997 GATS agreement and other components of the
Uruguay Round, and strengthen the market access and national
treatment commitments agreed to at Geneva.

Again, we congratulate you for holding these timely hearings and
appreciate the invitation. I would be glad to respond to any ques-
tions. Thank you.

Senator GRASSLEY. Well, thank you, Stu.
Now, Dr. Mann.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Brahs appears in the appendix.]

STATEMENT OF CATHERINE L. MANN, PH.D., SENIOR FELLOW,
INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS, WASH-
INGTON, DC

Dr. MANN. Thank you very much. I appreciate the opportunity to
come before the group to discuss the role of services in trade.

I would like to address two main issues. The first one, is to quan-
tify the importance of services for U.S. and global trade and, in
particular, focus on the importance of the services sector for in-
creasing U.S. and global GDP growth-not just trade, but overall
income growth.

Second, I would like to make a dramatic case for how service sec-
tor liberalization can change the trajectory of the U.S. trade deficit.

Finally, I would like to conclude by noting that these two fea-
tures make service sector liberalization the high-performance strat-
egy of service sector liberalization here and abroad, the foundation
of a win-win strategy for negotiations in Seattle and beyond.

So, first, let us go through a couple of numbers. I am an econo-
mist, so I have to have numbers. Some of them have been men-
tioned already, but I will just put them in a slightly different per-
spective.

Service sector exports for the United States account for 30 per-
cent of the total value of U.S. exports. The service sector surplus
was $80 billion last year, as against a merchandise trade deficit of



$330 billion. As of 1997, the U.S. accounted for about one-quarter
of the world's trade and services.

We have very competitive service sector providers, in large part
because our domestic market is so competitive. In comparison to
the major industrial competitors, we have higher labor productivity
of about 30 percent in airlines, 30 to 40 percent in retail banking,
20 to 50 percent in telecommunications, and 10 to 15 percent in re-
tail selling. So, our industries are worldwide competitors.

The share of services in U.S. exports should increase further as
our trading partners grow and mature and demand more services
as part of their consumption pattern, but of course this will only
happen if markets are open.

To give you an example of how this relationship between matu-
rity and our service sector exports is related, in the mature coun-
tries of Europe, the service sector's share of GDP is about 70 per-
cent and the share of services in U.S. exports is about 35 percent.

For middle-income countries, say in Latin America, service sector
share of GDP is about 50 percent, and the service sector share of
U.S. exports about 25 percent.

Then if we consider low-income countries such as China and
India, the service sector share of GDP is only 37 percent, and the
service sector share of U.S. exports only 18 percent.

So as growth and maturity develops in our trading partners
abroad, we can get quite a bit out of export sector, but it does re-
quire that those markets be opened to U.S. exporters.

So what is the case for service sector liberalization to improve or
enhance the U.S. external deficit? I think we need a little bit of
background here on, what are the forces that affect trade flows of
exports abroad and imports into the United States.

Long-time empirical analysis of the behavior of U.S. trade sug-
gests that we tend to spend about twice as much on imports as our
income changes as compared to what foreigners spend on U.S. ex-
ports when their income changes.

This is a well-known asymmetry that economists call the
Howtacher-McGee asymmetry, to the extent that you care about
that. What this means is that, when the U.S. and foreign econo-
mies grow at the same rate, uur deficit tends to increase.

Now, more recent work suggests that this asymmetry is, in fact,
reversed, or at least is substantially smaller, for trade in services
than for trade in goods. This is consistent with the notion that, as
economies develop, they will tend to buy more services.

So what the implications for the external deficit are, is that as
our economy grows, as the global economies grow, we should be
able to change the trajectory of the external deficit from going and
getting larger, and larger, and larger over time to, in fact, flat-
tening out.

So the services can have a very dramatic effect on the trajectory
of the U.S. external deficit. It is because of the magnitude of the
service sector in the U.S. economy.

Lastly, let me just note how important the liberalization of serv-
ices can be, not just for the United States, but also for the rest of
the world. If, in fact, we were able to pursue an open environment
for services in the U.S. and the global economies, it could raise



global GDP by four to 6 percentage points, and raise the long-run
global growth rate from 3.2 percent to 5 percent.

That is a big pie that a lot of the developing countries are going
to be able to enjoy, but only to the extent that they participate ac-
tively in market opening measures in the next round. Thank you.

Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Dr. Mann.
Now, Mr. Vastine.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Mann appears in the appendix.]

STATEMENT OF J. ROBERT VASTINE, PRESIDENT, COALITION
OF SERVICE INDUSTRIES, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. VASTINE. Thank you very much, Senator. Good to see you
again. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for your opening re-
marks, which demonstrate such a good understanding of the serv-
ices sector, and, of course, for this opportunity to comment on the
Seattle ministerial, and more importantly, the services negotiations
that will follow it.
CSI is committed to a comprehensive, highly ambitious, new

multilateral services negotiation starting in 2000. We believe these
negotiations are essential to expanding our global markets and
building on our existing $80 billion services trade surplus.

The importance of the negotiations and our exports have been
given point by the work of Dr. Mann, and she has established that
open, contestable markets for services throughout the world will
have a dramatic positive effect on the U.S. trade balance.

The critical message, Senator, is that the U.S. has a powerful na-
tional economic security interest in making the coming negotiations
a major success. Very curiously-it does not happen very often-
I got a call from Renata Ruggiero, the former director general of
the WTO from his mountain retreat in Italy.

Among the matters discussed, of course, was the next round. He
ha0 actually made a suggestion that the next round should be ap-
propriately called the Services Round, and I endorsed that 100 per-
cent.

What must the Seattle ministerial accomplish from the point of
view of the service sector? First, it must give a very strong man-
date to start comprehensive negotiations in January; it must pro-
vide that this 3-year negotiation be focused mainly on services, ag-
riculture, and industrial products and n'ot wander off into a diver-
sion of other areas; it must recognize that electronic commerce is
an important new technique for trading, not a new sector in and
of itself; and it must provide that the entire new round, we believe,
should be completed by 2003 in order to force closure on the exist-
ing agenda, reap the gains, and begin with a fresh start.

We believe that the U.S. should enter the new negotiations with
a bold agenda, calling for sweeping commitments to liberalization
across all service sectors. We would like our negotiators to propose
broad commitments to liberalization in such areas as the right to
establish a business presence in foreign markets, the right to own
that business, and the right to be treated like a local business, or
national treatment.

This will require bold new negotiating methods, and we are
-pleased that USTR is developing them, as Ambassador Esserman



described. We strongly support these new initiatives, which I be-
lieve-have had their first public airing here today.

At the same time, we must look at areas that have not received
attention as in the past. One of these, is the area of the mobility
of technical and managerial business personnel.

Increasingly, large, highly competitive U.S. companies in con-
sulting, accounting, et cetera, need to transfer personnel at short
notice to service the needs of their clients throughout the world.

We have to look at our immigration laws, and we ask other coun-
tries to look at their immigration laws, to make transfers of these
critical business personnel, short-term transfers, more doable than
they are today.

There has been discussion by the previous witnesses of the need
for pro-competitive regulatory reform and of transparency. We
strongly endorse the agenda of the administration to achieve an
agreement that might bring U.S. methods of openness of adminis-
trative procedure to foreign countries.

At the same time, Senator, that we pursue an aggressive trade
strategy, we must be sure that our domestic policies do not inhibit
the global competitiveness of our own companies. I am referring
here to the act of financing exception to Subpart F of the Internal
Revenue Code that expires at the end of this year.

Extension of these rules permitting U.S.-based financial services
companies to reinvest earnings overseas without first being taxed
by the U.S. will be an important step in the right direction as we
better coordinate our trade and tax policies to improve our compa-
nies' overseas competitive position.

The effort to reduce barriers to trade and services is in its in-
fancy. The next negotiations, Services 2000, is the first real chance
to bring to bear the lessons we have learned about how to negotiate
trade and services in a very complicated area.

The U.S. has a particularly big stake in this negotiation. We are
already highly competitive. We can secure and enhance this advan-
tage by removing restrictions to our exports, and at the same time
make a bigger and bigger dent in our structural trade deficit.

The Seattle ministerial is a preamble to the main event, the ne-
gotiation itself. But it is essential that the Seattle declaration give
an unqualified, strong mandate to countries to pursue an ambi-
tious, achievable negotiation to expand U.S. exports.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Vastine appears in the appen-

dix.]
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you very much.
I will start with Dr. Mann. You have obviously made some very

ood observations, also some that you have written about, and you
ave clarified those today for the committee, that when the rest of

the-world grows, they consume more services, and we are in a very
favored position from that in our country.

In your writings, you make a very good case that multilateral
service sector negotiations have a much greater positive effect than
bilateral market opening negotiations.

The obvious policy objective, of course, is to push for greater lib-
eralization in key service sectors, to narrow our trade deficit and
maintain our leadership in global trade.



So then wlat specific trade liberalization initiatives would you
pursue, and so most importantly I am interested in knowing what
initiatives would give us the biggest bang for our buck, or expendi-
ture of time?

Dr. MANN. That is a very difficult question to answer because I
am not an expert on each one of these individual sectors. But let
me just say that the one area that I think has been mentioned by
several of the previous speakers and really has just burst onto the
international trade scene, of course, is electronic commerce. It has
burst onto the scene in the negotiating arena as well.

Now, my view is that electronic commerce gives us the oppor-
tunity to get more liberalization in the other sectors without even
having to explicitly negotiate for it.

Let me give you an example. Electronic commerce over the Inter-
net would allow, for example, greater liberalization of the tele-
communication sector in a country through Internet telephony.
That is a liberalizing force within a domestic market that does not
even have to go back to the basic Telecoms agreement to get great-
er liberalization.

In addition, another example is liberalization of electronic com-
merce, or allowing electronic commerce to proceed, offers the oppor-
tunity of cross-border financial flows in services, electronic loans,
electronic stocks, electronic insurance brokerage, which again
would be a way of liberalizing in the financial services arena with-
out having to go explicitly back to the financial services commit-
ments.

Other examples can be found in the distribution area, in the con-
tent area, audio-visual area. So in that sense, making sure that the
environment for electronic commerce retains its pristine state of no
trade barriers is a way of enhancing competition in these other sec-
tors where it is more difficult to get individual sectoral agreements.

Finally, I have done a fair amount of work in developing coun-
tries, both on behalf of the governments themselves and also under
the Internet for Economic Development Initiative in Taiwan, in Sri
Lanka, and in Morocco.

Many developing countries see electronic commerce as their last
ticket on the development train, and they know they are a vested
interest in those countries that are against liberalization of their
services sector, and they look upon electronic commerce as a way
of weighting the positive -benefits of liberalization against these
vested interests. So, I see that as a very, very key area for the min-
isterial to address.

Mr. BRAHs. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to pick up and sup-
port and echo what Dr. Mann has said about the e-commerce issue,
and perhaps try to give a practical prospective application to this.

As you may recall, at The Principal we have sort of a matrix or-
ganization, a horizontal organization, such that we are commu-
nicating with clients, whether they are in the United States or
overseas, increasingly on an electronic basis, such that we envis-
age, in the early part of the next century, that when you purchase
a pension product from Principal, it makes no difference it you are
in Madrid, Spain or in Madrid, Iowa, it is going to be the same
pension plan done electronically.

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Vastine?



Mr. VASTINE. Senator, I have a slightly different perspective. I
think Dr. Mann makes an extremely important point, electronic
commerce is a great technique to speed trade.

But if trade is closed, if you cannot, because of closed markets,
send a package ordered electronically to a given country if the air
cargo rates are blocked, if air couriers cannot deliver or deliver fast
enough, then electronic commerce cannot reach its potential.

So we need trade negotiations. It does not happen automatically.
The same with-cross-border trade and financial services, where
there are very, very few commitments in the GATS. If you want
to make a loan to a business in France from San Francisco, that
might be kind of hard to do, currently, electronically.

So we really do require some very substantial hard work in a
couple of critical areas, and one of those is, to get technical-unfor-
tunately I have got to get a little techmcal--GATS defines four
modes of supplies of services: mode 1, mode 2, mode 3, mode 4.

The first, is cross-border trade, the example that I gave you,
doing a business transaction from the U.S. to France. The second,
is consumption abroad, when a Frenchman comes here and buys,
let us say, health services.

The third, and a really very critical one, is when a foreign com-
pany goes abroad and establishes a bricks and mortar business.
The fourth, is the mobility of business personnel when a person
goes and delivers a service, like an accounting service, in person.

So far in the GATS, the third, commercial presence, is the one
that has received the most emphasis. In the financial services nego-
tiations, we succeeded in achieving in the 70 signatori.zs, but 60
ratifying countries, some pretty good gains.

We can establish pretty freely now banks, insurance companies,
et cetera in many key foreign markets, and we can even own full
majority ownership in those companies. But we have very few com-
mitments in the first two and in the fourth sort of modes of supply.
So, there is a lot of hard work that has to be done.

Senator GRAs LEY. I think what you just said is it takes a phys-
ical presence in another country to make this goods and services
commerce really work. Is that what you are saying?

Mr. VASTINE. Often it does. Often it does.
Senator GRASSLEY. And to bring about the proper reduction in

barriers. If you did not say that, say so, because I thought that is
what you were saying.

Mr. VASTINE. I think you have got it right, Senator.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right. I did not mean to cut you off, but

I wanted to make sure that if I said something wrong you would
say so.

Mr. VASTINE. I think what we have found, is that in a number
of the critical sectors you have to be there. You have to be in the
country doing the business. Insurance. You cannot sell insurance
very well from Des Moines, in spite of the fact that The Principal
does.

Senator GRASSLEY. But you are saying, if they try to sell it from
Des Moines, they are not going to be able to do it as well because
of trade barriers not coming down, as if they are actually physically
in the country.

Mr. VASTINE. That is what I mean. Right.



Senator GRASSLEY. But our goal ought to be to be able to do it
either way, right?

Mr. VASTINE. Absolutely.
Senator GRASSLEY. All right. Now, I think that you probably

have answered the question I am going to ask you, Mr. Vastine,
but it comes to the second-to-last point that Dr. Mann made about
this interrelationship.

Is it not the case then that liberalizing trade in one service sector
will often have very significant effects in others?

Mr. VASTINE. Absolutely. For example, and I think Dr. Mann
touched on it, the liberalization that was achieved in the tele-
communications agreement in 1997-

Senato GRAsSLEY. Helped manufacturing.
Mr. VASTINE. Pardon me?
Senator GRASSLEY. Helped manufacturing.
Mr. VASTINE. Well, it should certainly have helped manufac-

turing. But what it did do, was provide a magnificent stimulus to
electronic commerce, and it should do that continually.

But it should also, yes, indeed, provide, because of the opening
of these services markets, vast new opportunities for Lucent and
some of these other companies that provide the switches and the
laser cable that enables the commerce.

Senator GRASSLEY. From your standpoint of being outside of gov-
ernment now, and maybe all three of you would want to respond
to this, but do you think that the linkage between service sectors
is sufficiently understood by our policy makers?

Mr. VASTINE. No. No. Senator, that is why I so enjoyed your
opening statement because it demonstrated an unusual awareness
of the importance of services.

We account for something like 77 percent of U.S. employment,
and that is not the hamburger-flipper job. You will recall some re-
cent campaigns in which service sector jobs were referred to as less
desirable, lower-paying, menial jobs.

Well, there are some. But increasingly, as this sector -grows,
these are knowledge-based, highly sophisticated workers who are
making a lot of money. The average wage now in services equals
that in manufacturing.

Senator GRASSLEY. And has for a decade.
Mr. VASTINE. Well, now, I do not know if that is true. I thought

it had been catching up slowly.
Senator GRASSLEY. Well, maybe my definition would be the cat-

egory of what we call managers, but it does not necessarily mean
managing somebody else. That classification within the Labor De-
partment of how they divide has been the fastest growing that we
have had in the last 10 years.

Mr. VASTINE. I am referring to the whole range of service em-
ployment, from- retail distribution to business services, to health
services, and so on into financial services and the more sophisti-
cated information technology services, lawyers, accountants, et
cetera. There, the average now matches manufacturing.

Senator GRASSLEY. Do either of the two of you have a response?
Dr. Mann, on my question, I assume?

Dr. MANN. Yes. I have a slightly more nuanced answer to that.
I think that there is under-appreciation of the important role of



services. I think there's under-appreciation of the value of services
to the U.S. economy, to jobs, to wages, to productivity growth, not
just in the U.S., but also around the world.

But I think that under-appreciation is perhaps not just within
the administration, but also more generally throughout the policy
making arena, meaning this side as well as that side.

So I think that it is very valuable that you have these hearings
so as to promote and expose just how valuable the services sector
is for the U.S. and the global economy moving forward.

Mr. BRAHS. This is not done necessarily, though, in a vacuum,
Mr. Chairman. I mean, those of us in the pension and insurance
industries have long felt like we are the Rodney Dangerfields of
public policy, and therefore we are sort of accustomed to being ig-
nored.

But, having said that, I think increasingly, as the Congress has
grappled with the issue of financial services modernization, it is to
be hoped that the conferees will succeed this afternoon in coming
to successful closure on that legislation.

As I mentioned, as you have provided leadership, and others, in
the private pensions area, that increasingly the nowledge level,
the interest level, the respect level, if you will, is on the increase.
So I think my response is a variation on the theme both of Dr.
Mann and Bob.

Senator GRASSLEY. There might be some legitimacy to policy
makers not having this understanding because, as we review from
month to month the continuing growth of our economy and prob-
ably now the longest peacetime recovery we have ever had, you still
have questions raised about the real impact of information tech-
nology on this growth.

But I think as time goes on, there is more of a consensus that
that is a major factor, along with the globalization of the economy,
of which the information technology itself has been a part of.

Mr. BRAHS. Absolutely. And especially, I do not know if you have
heard from other constituents, but certainly this constituent has a
real challenge in not only attracting, but retaining, employees in
the high-tech electronic area.

As you know, unemployment in Iowa is extremely low, lower
than the national average, and these people are very highly sought
after. So they will come to Principal and work for us for a while,
then go on and perhaps be attracted to the Twin Cities, or Min-
neapolis.

Mr. VASTINE. You should treat them better, Stu.
Mr. BRAHs. I am sorry?
Mr. VASTINE. You should treat them a little better.
Mr. BRAHs. Well, we do. Except it gets cold in the wintertime.
Senator GRASSLEY. I am going to ask you, Stu, about your bring-

ing up the European Commission's proposal for a single private
pension market. I think you pointed out that the commission has
advanced three principles: fewer restrictions on investing assets,
pension plan portability, tax reform.

You raise a question of whether these principles should be ex-
tended to a new round of trade negotiations. In my experience, this
type of effort has a much better chance of success if there is a
strong private sector consensus that this is what is needed.



Is it realistic that we can achieve such a consensus on these prin-
ciples?

Mr. BRAHS. I would like to say yes. I think there is the potential
for achieving success, Senator. Just prior to coming here, I at-
tended a farewell lunch--one of many in this town-for Ambas-
sador Hugo Paymen of the European Urion who retires at the end
of this month. We had a discussion about the same question.

This is the third go-around that the European Commission is try-
ing to achieve a pensions directive so that there is, in fact, a single
market for private pensions. In other words, so that Principal's
company in Spain can sell an-Englishman a pension, even though
he is living in Portugal, let us say.

Clearly, this is a high priority for the commission. It is our hope,
it is Ambassador Paymen and the people in Brussels' hope, that
they can, in fact, finally come to a successful resolution of it. Re-
grettably, from my point of view, their time frame is within the
next two or three years.

Now, this is going to be very much like Congress trying to get
all of the appropriations done before you are meant to adjourn sun
adai. This is always sort of a race to the finish. The 3-year time
frame of the negotiations is going to track very closely to the two-
or 3-year time line that the EU is looking at.

But it is important for a number of things. One, yes, to answer
our question, I think a strong private sector-I must say, we are

ending common cause with our European colleagues in the insur-
ance, banking, and securities communities. They are as active to
have this occur as we are, and they are working with DG-15 and-
others in Brussels to try to help this come to closure.

Second, there are a number of countries who are queued up to
join the EU, Poland is an example. Presumably, Poland is near to
joining the European Union.

The reason I mention that though, is when they instituted a pri-
vate pension scheme earlier this year, April, I believe it was, they
have a requirement whereby one would have to invest, if Principal,
let us say, were doing business in Poland-which we are not-we
would have to invest 90 or 95 percent of our investments in Polish
securities. Well, we could never do that in the United States under
the fiduciary responsibility provisions of ERISA.

Applying those to other countries, the premise that we operate
from is the premise we operate from in the United States, and that
is that the plan is there for the benefit of the participants, and this
would be very difficult for many companies to limit their invest-
ments only to 5 percent outside that country.

So it is to be hoped that, if the commission is successful in get-
ting through its green paper, if you will, on private pensions and
they can come to closure, certainly this will be a major initiative,
and is being reflected elsewhere around the world, as we have seen
in Chile, Australia, Singapore. Japan, as we speak, is trying to put
together a private pension scheme, as is China.

Senator GRASSLEY. Dr. Mann, the GATS agreement has placed
some general transparency requirements on WTO members. Is this
obligation sufficient or does it need to be changed, and if so, how?

Dr. MANN. The transparency requirements, I would say, are not
sufficient. Just myself, trying to go through and understand what



some of these commitments are, it is a morass and I do not know
how anybody who actually wanted to negotiate on any of these in-
dividual sectors would have much ability to see the cross-cutting
nature of the benefits of negotiation.

It seems to me that, within the GATS negotiations as an econo-
mist as opposed to a negotiator, I see a real benefit from the hori-
zontal approach being suggested by the administration, the belief
that cross-cutting liberalizations will enhance service sector growth
to a greater extent than just liberalization in one individual sector.

But in order to do that, there is a lot more information that the
negotiators have to wade through, and to the extent to which they
are commitments that are written down, the extent to which GATS
was set up as the four modes of supply across all the sectors, and
then individual commitments made or not made in these sectors,
it creates a tremendous amount of detail that tends to focus the ne-
gotiators on trying to get down to the trees and negotiate on indi-
vidual trees when they really, in order to get the economic benefits
of the service sector liberalization, they have got to be focusing on
the forest.

So, I would hope that this horizontal approach that is being sug-
gested as part of the negotiating modalities would be viewed by
other members of the WTO as a way to cut through and enhance
transparency and enhance the benefits of the negotiating process.

Senator GRASSLEY. Well, that is my last question. I want to
thank each of you for participating. More importantly, this could be
our last hearing before Seattle, probably is.

As chairman of the subcommittee, I hope that between now and
then, or even during that period of time in Seattle, you will keep
in touch with us if there are any particular points of view or any
sort of cooperation that we can have together to seek our mutual
goals-my goals have been spelled out in my opening comments-
and even beyond Seattle to keep a working relationship so we can
make sure that we reap the benefits of even a little bit of progress
that can be made in GATS.

Mr. Vastine?
Mr. VASTINE. Senator, we are responsible for organizing the serv-

ices business day, a program on the 2nd of December, and we
would like to invite you to participate with us and our program on
that day. I will be sending you an invitation.

Senator GRAsSLEY. All right. Thank you very much.
Meeting adjourned. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 3:44 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]





APPENDIX
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF AMBASSADOR DAVID AARON

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to appear before
the Subcommittee today to discuss the critical role played by the services sector, an area which is
gaining increasing attention in the run-up to the Seattle Ministerial November 30. December 3,
1999. In Seattle, the United States will host the largest trade event ever held in the United States,
bringing together leaders from government, business and non-governmental organizations, to
focus attention on our international trading system. The new round of global trade negotiations_
is important for determining how the United States and our trading partners will trade and
compete in the world economy and for securing gains for American workers in the 21 1 century.

In the upcoming World Trade Organization (WTO) negotiations, 134 Members of the WTO will
meet to negotiate in three key areas: agriculture, industrial goods (tariff and non-tariff barriers)
and services. Ambassador Barshefsky and Secretary Olickman, in previous testimony before the
Finance Committee, described the critical role of agriculture in the upcoming negotiations.
Clearly, we must remove trade barriers which prevent American farmers from competing fairly
in world markets. Greater liberalization in industrial goods trade is also an important component
of the next trade round.

The services negotiations in the General Agreement on Trade in Services (the "OATS 2000"
round) will address the vital services sector as part of the "built-in" agenda from the Uruguay
Round. In services, American industries are the most competitive in the world, as demonstrated
by our $246 billion in exports last year, excluding government and military sales. (Please refer
to the attached charts and tables submitted for the record that describe services trade and the U.S.
economy.) I would like to first discuss the vital role of services in the economy, both
domestically and internationally. [ would then like to focus on the efforts of the Commerce
Department, particularly in key services sectors, including distribution services, energy services,
express delivery, and education and training services. Finally, ! would like to discuss objectives
for the upcoming negotiations.

We are working very closely with USTR on these issues, coordinating our efforts and analysis in
order to present the strongest possible positions in the next round. The Secretary, through his
National Trade Education Tour. has been working intensively with all stakeholders to form a
domestic consensus for trade which is so essential to continued trade liberalization in all sectors.
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or steel export. Even so, the services sector is the most dynamic force in our-economy, covering
a wide range of industries including banking and insurance, travel and tourism, entertainment,
distribution (retailing, wholesaling and franchising services), legal and other business services,
information, telecommunications, healthcare, education, transportation. energy and
environmental services.

Infrastructure services -including telecommunications, transportation, financial, information, and
distribution services-- underpin all forms of international trade and all aspects of global
economic activity. Efficient transport and distribution systems help farmers get products to
market without spoilage and ensure that manufacturing components reach the factory in time.
Open and competitive financial services markets provide cheaper capital and allocate it more
efficiently to support economic growth. Legal and accounting services give businesses the
contractual framework in which to function and afford protection to consumers. Energy services
- including transportation, distribution and storage services -- promote competitive energy
markets, provide affordable energy for industrial, commercial and residential customers, and
stimulate economic growth. Telecommunications, software, and information dissemination are
essential to the functioning of all modem industries. And the rapid development of new
technologies, Including the Internet and electronic commerce, promises a vast increase in the
efficiency and productivity of services industries and, importantly, substantially increases the
potential of all economies to participate in world trade.

While services are an extremely important part of our economy, they have lagged behind goods
in terms of global trade liberalization. In 1998, services industries provided over 86 million U.S.
jobs and accounted for 78 percent of private sector output. Service sector jobs are expected to
account for virtually the entire net gain in employment over the next decade. The dominant role
that services play throughout the U.S. economy translates into leadership in technology
advancement, growth in skilled jobs, and global competitiveness.

Private U.S. services exports have more than doubled over the past ten years, rising from $117
billion in 1989 to $246 billion in 1998. Last year, we had a services trade surplus of $83 billion,
which offset 33 percent of the U.S. merchandise deficit. Services are helping to spur the global
economy as well. Global services trade - approximately $1.3 trillion annually -- accounts for
more than 22 percent of world trade and more than one in every seven dollars of global
production. Many have argued that a more liberalized global services system (particularly in
financial, insurance and telecommunications services) may have lessened the effects of the Asian
financial crisis of the past two years. This is an important point to reinforce with the developing
countries, many of whom were affected by the financial crisis, as we begin our negotiations in
the OATS. A more integrated and liberalized global services system will provide a source of
stability throughout the world economy.

U.S. services compete successfully worldwide. Major markets for U.S. services exports include
the European Union ($87 billion in 1998 exports), Japan-($32 billion) and Canada ($20 billion).
At $12 billion last year, Mexico is currently the largest of the emerging markets for U.S. services



exports. Strong and expanding new markets for U.S. services, importing over $1 billion in U.S.
services each year, include Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Venezuela in this hemisphere, and in
Asia, China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan.
and Thailand. In 1997, South Africa became the first country in Africa to import over S I billion
per year in U.S. services. These foreign markets offer excellent prospects for future export
expansion and for creating new jobs for U.S. services companies. And We have just begun-to tap
these markets.

WTO Services Negotiations: GATS 2000

With this understanding of the services sector's vital and ever expanding role, both domestically
and internationally, achieving concrete results in the next WTO round becomes even more
important. A new round of services negotiations is mandated in the OATS, the first multilateral
agreement for services, concluded as part of the Uruguay Round in 1994. While the OATS
established a framework for rules applicable to trade in services and used most-favored-nation
(MFN) treatment as its standard, the Uruguay Round negotiations did not bring about the kind of
broad-bised, significant services trade liberalization necessary for open and competitive services
trade. Many countries made only a limited number of specific commitments, frequently only
"standstill" commitments rather than expanded market access. Commitments were made in
telecommunications and financial services following the Uruguay Round.

The new OATS round offers an excellent opportunity to liberalize a broad range of services
sectors and to create an open international services trading system that will continue to provide
growth and prosperity for the 21 " century.

The primary objective of the OATS 2000 negotiations is to 'iberalize trade in services, by
expanding market access and broadening and deepening services commitments made by WTO
members. This means making improvements in the schedules of specific country commitments
in each of the 150 or so services sectors and sub-sectors. U.S. objectives for improving the
schedules of specific commitments focus on:

I) Increasing the number of industry sectors listed in each country's schedule;
2) Extending coverage of commitments to all segments of the sector. For example,

we would seek to ensure that commitments in construction services apply to the
whole sector, not just to the construction of off-shore oil platforms;

3) Deepening the scope of exi-ting commitments. For example, removing
limitations like caps on foreign equity ownership that restrict market access and
national treatment for U.S. companies; and

4) Promoting regulatory reform among our trading partners, so that domestic
regulations do not undermine the value of our partner's commitments.
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Aidother Important objective for the negotiations is to promote increased transparency among all
WTO countries. Transparency requires that countries publish their rules and regulations, so that
service providers can comply with stated requirements. Transparent procedures would also
require notification in advance of proposed changes in rules and regulations and, in most cases,
provide an opportunity for companies to comment. Greater transparency serves several
important functions. It increases predictability by expanding the flow of information, which is
crucial for creating a favorable business climate.

Equally important, greater transparency in wTO proceedings would help dispel the perception
that the WTO operates "in secret", without sufficient accountability. Greater transparency will
increase accountability which. in turn, should expand public support for global trade
liberalization efforts in OATS and other WTO negotiating groups.

Furthermore, the United States wants to be certain that the new WTO round will avoid restricting
the development of new technologies for use in delivering services, such as colleges that can
operate over the Internet, home entertainment products delivered by satellite, and healthcare
services delivered via telemedicine. We also want to ensure that the new round prevents
discrimination against particular methods of delivering services, such as electronic commerce
and the right of establishment.

Having outlined a number of objectives for the new round, I think it is important to highlight
specific trade barriers that U.S. services companies face in foreign markets. This will provide
some understanding of the challenges we will face in the upcoming negotiations.

Electronic Commerce and the WTO

The Internet and electronic commerce are central to continued economic growth in United States
and around the world. The information technology companies now account for one-third of U.S.
economic growth. In the United States, e-commerce totaled just over $50 billion in 1998, and it
is projected to reach $1.4 trillion by 2003. By 2006, almost half of the U.S. workforce will be
employed by industries that are either major producers or intensive users of IT technology,
according to a recent DOC study. Worldwide, the number of people using the Internet has grown
from 3 million in 1995 to 200 million users today, and may reach nearly I billion by 2005.

Our goal at the WTO is to insure that the Internet continues to be an engine of economic
prosperity in the United States and around the world. Specifically, the United States is seeking
to extend the 1998 moratorium on customs duties on electronic transmissions, ensure that WTO
members take no action to inhibit the growth of e-commerce, and ensure that developing
countries benefit from the expansion of e-commerce.

While we believe there is a role for the government in working out the complex issues associated
with the development of e-commerce, we think our biggest challenge will be to resist the



temptation to interfere with e-commerce's vast potential. The European Union has not proposed.
outright to impose duties, but it has made its support for continuing the moratorium contingent
on VWITO adoption of nine ambitious principles, which could pave the way for duties in the
future.

For example, one of the EU principles would label all electronic deliveries as "services." Many
countries including Japan and the United States do not agree. For one thing, this would extend
the audiovisual prohibition on cultural grounds to software and items delivered by electronic
means. Another EU proposed principle would begin the process of extending regulation to the
Internet worldwide. The United States and others in the world reject this as a dangerous
precedent. It could lead to restrictive regulation by individual governments that could seriously
threaten e-commerce. Whatever rules that may be required can largely be accomplished using
international fora such as the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
and the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), as well as self-regulatory mechanisms
such as the Global Business Dialogue on Electronic Commerce. Building consumer confidence
is a priority for the success of electronic commerce and the Internet. But this should be
accomplished through international agreements and self-regulatory mechanisms.

Trade Barriers that Impede Services Trade

With goods trade, barriers typically exist at the border, in the form of tariffs and non-tariff
barriers, such as standards and licensing procedures. These barriers have been greatly reduced or
eliminated in the trade negotiations rounds conducted in the GATT and the WTO. By contrast,
trade barriers in services are less apparent, often embedded in a country's domestic regulations.
Common barriers to services trade include restrictions on the establishment and operation of a
commercial presence by foreign firms, limitplions on foreign ownership, and requirements that
economic needs be met as a condition to establishing a local subsidiary or branch (a so-called
"economic needs test"). Additional trade barriers include the lack of transparency in the
requirements for acquiring permits and licenses.

Let me illustrate some of the trade barriers that services companies face in overseas markets:

* In Asia and Latin America, U.S. insurance firms encounter non-transparent regulations,
informal government guidance, and obstacles to the introduction and approval of new
products, that limit market access and competition.

* Throughout Asia, U.S. services providers of all types must confront highly restrictive
investment laws, lack of transparency in administrative procedures, and arbitrary
application of regulations and laws.

U.S. telecommunications services providers cannot compete on a fair and non-
discriminatory basis when countries fail to adopt regulatory policies that break up
inefficient state-run companies and fail to promote competition in international services.
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Subscription television service providers face numerous barriers to market access, such as
numerical limits on channels, Investment restrictions, content quotas, local uplink
requirements, advertising prohibitions, and piracy of satellite signals.

Express delivery firms have expressed concern with their inability to wholly own or
control express firms in Asia, obtain courier licenses, truck licenses, customs brokerage
licenses of bonded warehouse licenses and to self handle their aircraft.

Medical services such as telemedicine and remote diagnostics, which have recently
emerged as cost-effective alternatives to the maintenance of expensive facilities, can be
subject to limitation as roughly one-third of OATS members generally did not make
commitments in these services.

U.S. energy services firms have experienced market entry difficulties such as restrictive
regulatory practices, markets closed to private investment, requirements that firms
purchase energy sources from one supplier, high licensing fees for foreign firms, and
restrictions on mobility of business personnel, all of which severely restrict market entry.

The Commerce Department's Role In Services 2000

The Commerce Department has taken a leading role in the government's industry outreach
efforts to determine the market access priorities and objectives for services industries in the next
round of trade negotiations. We have been working directly with representatives of hundreds of
U.S. services companies. Our overall outreach message has gone out to over 7,000 services
providers and their representatives nationwide. Many of these companies are small and medium
sized enterprises that comprise the majority of the services sector. We launched our outreach at
the Commerce Department-sponsored conference and dialogue, "Services 2000," held a year ago
this month. At this conference, industry made clear that it wants the negotiations to produce
liberalization of services trade. There was also agreement that definitions of many services
sectors need to be more descriptive and precise, which would enhance OATS negotiations.

Necessary preparations for the services negotiations will require knowledge of foreign barriers
and industry's needs, sector-by-sector and country-by-country. To meet this need, the
Commerce Department's Office of Service Industries organized over 10 industry-specific
roundtables, and more are planned. At these roundtables, industry representatives from both
services companies and trade associations meet with government officials to present their goals
and objectives for the sector as well as to advise about specific barriers that impede their
activities in foreign markets. Recent roundtables have covered distribution services, education
and training services, energy services, express shipping (a type of courier services in the OATS
terminology), healthcare services, hotel management and operations, and subscription television



services. Upcoming roundtables will be dedicated to legal services, accounting and nuuagement
consulting services, and architectural and engineering services.

The Department of Commerce also consults regularly with the two services-related Industry
Sector Advisory Committees: Services (ISAC 13) and Wholesaling and Retailing (ISAC 17).
The Department also works closely with leading services trade associations, such as the Coalition
of Service Industries (CSI), the newly formed Energy Services Coalition, the American Council
of Life Insurance, the International Insurance Council, and others that are aggressively
organizing to meet the challenges and opportunities of the new round. Our business outreach
efforts will continue throughout the round and will be important in shaping international trade
agreements that meet the needs of services industries in the 21" century.

We have already learned a lot from our interaction with industry at these roundtables. Industry
has a strong interest in achieving liberalization in most services sectors. In express shipping,
commitments are needed to cover most aspects of providing services, including intermodal
transportation and trucking, distribution, warehousing, customs, telecommunications, logistics,
brokerage, insurance and freight forwarding. In the energy services sector, industry is seeking
coverage for a broad range of energy and energy-related services, including oil and gas
development services, natural gas sales, transportation and distribution services, electricity
project development, generation, transportation and distribution services, and mining services.
In insurance, the industry would like improved commitments from a number of key countries.

In audiovisual services, primarily distribution of filmed entertainment, the United States would
like to increase the number of commitments, and move these commitments much further towards
free trade. In the Uruguay Round, only 13 countries made commitments in audiovisual services.
In distribution services, industry has expressed concerns with such issues as customs clearance
and trade facilitation, as well as local equity requirements in OATS schedules, which set caps on
foreign investment. Distribution services companies want these equity caps eliminated. Finally,
in education services, very few countries made commitments in the Uruguay Round. The United
States would like to increase the number of commitments and their value to U.S. suppliers.

One thing that has not been stressed enough in previous rounds is the role of small business in
global exports. We estimate that 97 percent of the over 209,000 U.S. enterprises engaged in
exporting are small and medium-sized firms. We are, therefore, working to enlist the drive and
creativity of America's small business sector in our work on the new trade round.

One important way to bring the advantages of trade to American firms and workers is to ensure
that they obtain all of the benefits and opportunities intended by the trade agreements we have
negotiated and by U.S. trade laws. Commerce's Trade Compliance Center is specifically
designed to move aggressively when it encounters restrictions in access to foreign markets or
violations of agreements or U.S. trade law. In short, we are moving forward on a number of
fronts to help ensure the success of the next round and to meet U.S. objectives that will further
strengthen U.S. economic and social health.
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Conclusion

Meeting these important objectives and reducing global services trade barriers can best be
advanced if we coordinate our positions both with U.S. services industries and with our major
trading partners. Such coordination preceded the successful round of negotiations in both basic
telecommunications and financial services. As an example of this type of coordination, the
International Trade Administration will participate in the upcoming World Services Congress
1999 in Atlanta November 1-3, the flagship Industry forum, to further coordinate with industry
on services trade liberalization.

The upcoming Seattle Ministerial and the new trade negotiations round provide an excellent
opportunity to make great strides in the liberalization of world trade, especially in services. It is
crucial that the Administration, working together with the Congress, industry, labor,
environmental and other NGO's, and our trading partners, takes full advantage of the
possibilities of this new round. It should provide new opportunities for U.S. industry to compete
around the world and for our workers to have access to the high quality jobs provided by
international trade.

We anticipate that services will remain a crucial part ofthe U.S. economy and world trade. A
successful new round will enhance this vital role.

I would be pleased to answer your questions.



, Services Exports and the U.S. Economy

Office of Service Industries
October 1999

The UnIted States is the world's premier producer and exporter of services. Encompassing all
economic activity otherthan agriculture, mnufad g, and in , theservice sectors by far the
largest component of the U.S. economy, accounting for 78 percent of private sector output and for
82 percent of private non-farm employment (over 88 million jobs In 1998). These service sector
jobs come from an enormous range of Industries, including bnng and Insurnce, travel,
entertainment, wholesale and reta# trade, kea and ote business services, information,
telecommunications, healthcare, education, rnMsportation, and energy and environmental svices,
as well as architecture, construction and engineein services - just to name I fwM

Looking into the future, the service sector looms ever larger in the U.S. economy. Service sector
jobs are expected to account for virtudy the entire net gain In employment over thO next decade.
This services-driven business expansion Is overwhelmingly led by small, entrepreneurial fIrmsi
Although small services firms comprise most of the service sector, many of the most prominent
U.S. services exportera are large &ms. Eight of the thrty companies that omprise the widely cited
Dow Jones index of Industral stocks are services firms.

The domWt. rolethat devices, play throughout the U.S. economy translae into leadership in
tenologyavaceet, growt n siejos and goba cs. U.S. sevkme exports
morthan doueAdovec ths patten yws rising from $117 bilon In 1988 to246 binllmtyear.
In 1998, U.S. serilm exports exceeded sports by $83 bilon (offsetting 33 percent of the U.S.
merhuaiso deft);c dspit relatively open as to U.S. nmrrets.

U.S. services compete successfully worldwide. Majormarkets for U.S. services exports include the
European Union ($87 billion in 1998 U.S. exports), Japan ($32 billion), and Canada ($20 billion).
At $12 billion, Mexico is currently the largest of the emerging markets for U.S. services exports, but
notably, there are now numerous energn mtkets around the world that import over $1 bilon in
U.S. services each year - in 1997, Argentina, Bermuda, Brazil, Chile, and Venezuela in this
hemisphere, and, in Asia, China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines,
Singapore, Taiwan, and Thailand. Also in 1997, South Africa became the first country In Africa to
import over $1 billion per year in U.S. services.

These foreign markets offer incredibly bright prospects for further export expansion and for creating
new jobs by companies exporting U.S. services, and we have barely begun to tap these markets.
Notwithstanding last years historically low level of growth in U.S. services exports (two percent,
compared to an average export growth rate of 11 percent per year during the previous ten years)
service exports are currently forecast to reach nearly $400 billion in 2004, just five years from now.
The possibilities beyond that are almost limitless: with new global services trade negotiations
scheduled to begin in Seattle this November, each 1 percent Increase in exports due to trade
liberalization will add $4 billion or more to U.S. exports, supporting well over 55,000 new U.S. jobs.
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The world's premier services exporter, the United States
presently accounts for 18 percent of global services exports.

Shares of worfdwtde services exports, 1997
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In 1998, U.S. services exports exceeded U.S. imports by $83 billion,
genertlng a surplus that offset 33% of the morchandlse trade deficit.
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U.S. Services Exports wkhin ft Wostern Hemisphere, 1997
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U.S. Services Exports to Africa and the Middle East, 1997
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR BAUCUS

Question. The topic of this hearing is trade negotiating objectives for services at
the Seattle Ministerial. And I would like to hone in today on one specific concern-
Japan.

I can't prove this, but I have the strong impression that in the Uruguay Round,
other than on rice, and perhaps a couple of other issues, Japan did not have to make
the kind of significant changes tht were required of many of our other major trad-
ing partners. I am worried that in the next Round, the Japanese system will be
able, once again, to minimize the commitments they make in the multilateral nego-
tiations, and then in a uniquely Japanese way, circumvent those commitments and
obligations. I think we were so consumed with European problems in the Uruguay
Round that we missed a lot of opportunities to focus on Japan. I am concerned that
the same thing may happen again. I certainl don't want to take away from the ag-
riculture priorities of the next Round, and tat means, of course, a major focus on
Europe. But I want to be sure that we don't let Japan off again.

Buttressing my worry about how the WTO actually helps us in opening up Japan,
I recall that, in the past, USTR witnesses have told this committee about what they
called "GAIT plus" ageements with Japan. That is, in order to open a particular
market in Japan, such as satellites or medical equipment procurement, It was nec-
essary to negotiate bilateral agreements that went beyond Japan's GATT obliga-
tions. That is, GAT commitments were not sufficient to open Japan's markets.

I find the whole idea of GATT plus disturbing. If GAIT, or the WTO, works, wh
would it not work in Japan? And if it doesn't work, whl are we negotiating with
the Japanese? This issue is more troublesome than ever in this era where disputes
are thrown into the WTO rather than dealt with bilaterally and our ability actually
to use the power of Section 301 and other US trade laws vis-a-vis Japan is very
problematic.Somy question is this. And I don't really want an off-the-cuff answer, because
it will require some thought. So, why don't you give me your initial reaction to this,
and then provide me with a more detailed written answer in a few days.

How do our trade negotiating objectives in services in the next Round relate to
access problems in Japan? How are you going to ensure that the demands you will
make on Japan in the next round include significant obligations on Japan to liber-
alize its trading regime? How are you going to insist that Japan's concessions match
those of our other major trading partners.And how are you going to ensure that
Japan fulfills the obligations it makes?

Answer. We have worked very closely with our business advisory groups and gar-
nered information as well from other business groups and companies to determine
which Japanese barriers are most costly to U.S. exporters. As a result, one of our
key objectives in the new round is to ensure that our access to Japan's market is
improved to a meaningful degree in a wide range of goods and services areas. One
area on which we are focusing is the Advanced Tariff Liberalization (ATL) initiative,
a global tariff reduction package worth $1.5 trillion in world trade in eight sectors.
Japan has been especially firm in its -opposition to reducing tariffs in two areas of
the ATL sectors--the forest products and fisheries sectors--but we are working
other WTO members to strengthen the forces supporting the package.

Japan has been playing a more active role in preparatory work leading up to the
new round and-has been primarily working with the EU to shape the agenda and
coordinate strategy. Many of Japan's priorities-investment, antidumping, f ompeti-
tion and labor-are issues on which the U.S. does not want to see work undertaken.
At the same time, Japan is a U.S. ally on a variety of issues, including e-commerce
and transparency in government procurement. Here again, we are working closely
with like-minded countries to ensure that Japan and others do not succeed in shap-
ing the new round agenda in such a way as to damage U.S. export interests.

In Seattle, the U.S. wants the Ministerial Declaration to call for negotiations to
broaden and deepen obligations in such key service sectors as finance, telecommuni-
cations, construction, transportation, environment, information, legal, accounting,
energy and distribution services; to ensure growth for such new service sectors as
telemedicine; and to prevent discrimination against particular modes of delivering
services. U.S. services compete successfully worldwide U.S. exports of services to
Japan were $32 billion in 1998. We will work to ensure that Japan-as wed as oth-
ers-makes the commitments necessary for us to secure and maintain access to Ja-
pan's vital services sector.

Regarding Japan's obligations arising out of the new round, we will continue to
close y monitor Japan's actions and will fully employ all means available to us-in-
cluding U.S. trade law and the WTO-to ensure that Japan fulfills all of its obliga-
tions. Commerce's Trade Compliance Center (TCC) was created two years ago lor
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this exact purpose. It relies on Commerce Department country and industry desk
expertise, contacts in the field and in our Embassies abroad, and the business com-
munity to identify and resolve compliance problems quickly. It works closely with
the Trade Enforcement Unit at the office of the U.S. Trade Representative and co-
ordinates advocacy efforts aimed at full foreign Implementation of trade agreements,
short of dispute settlement, wherever possible. The TCC supports USTR in devel-
oping information and strategies when dispute settlement cases are necessary. We
are firmly committed to working toward complete market access for U.S. companies
across al goods and services sectors throughout the world and to use all tools avail-
able to us to enforce those foreign obligations.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STUART BRAHS

Mr. Chairman:
I am Stuart Brahs, a vice president of Principal Financial Group and a Director

of Principal International Espaa, S.A. de Seguros de Vida, a subsidiary insurance
company in Spain. The Principal, headquartered in Des Moines, has over $105 bil-
lion in assets under management; we are America's fourth largest insurance com-
pany ranked by premium income. Serving more than ten million customers world-
wide, Principal has subsidiaries in Australia, Spain, Mexico, Argentina, Indonesia,
Hong Kong and Chile. The company also maintains offices in China, India, Japan
and the United Kingdom.

Thank you very much for your invitation to appear this afternoon. We commend
you for holding these very timely and pertinent hearings in the run up to the forth-
coming WTO Ministerial in Seattle. We in the insurance and financial services in-
dustry are especially encouraged by this afternoon's discussion focusing on the
United States' trade negotiating objectives for services. As in the Uruguay Round,
we envisage that trade in services will again be a major focal point for our nego-
tiators, especially as services account for 22 percent of America's world trade.

1997 GATS AGREEMENT

The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), concluded in Geneva in De-
cember 1997, was a significant achievement in international trade. Financial serv-
ices firms-banks, insurers, asset managers, securities firms and similar entities-
are now protected against governmental actions which might prevent us from pro-
viding a broad range of financial products and services across national borders or
which would discriminate against foreign owned financial services firms. This his-
toric agreement locked-in important multilateral trade understandings which were
hammered out over many months. Those of us observing the negotiations from the
sidelines in Geneva envisaged the pact would help nurture and strengthen the fi-
nancial services industries of developing nations and economies in transition,
strengthen the presence of U.S. insurers and other financial services companies,
provide predictability in the international financial services marketplace, and serve
as a mechanism to address outstanding trade problems which might remain.

I might add, parenthetically, that our negotiators-USTR, Treasury, State, ITC,
and other U.S. government agencies-did a commendable job in Geneva in 1997.
They demonstrated great perseverance, knowledge and dedication.

While not a perfect agreement-when perfection could not realistically have been
expected-GATS established a basic set of rules among international financial serv-
ices companies. When it came into force in March 1999, GATS created a floor of spe-
cific insurance and financial service market access, national treatment, and trans-
parency commitments, below which WTO member countries will not be able to lower
their level of liberalization without facing adjudication and possible sanctions. It is
now incumbent upon our negotiators to ensure these commitments are adhered to
by all parties to the GATS and to continue to work toward the accession to this pact
by the remaining ten signatories who have not yet ratified it.

2000 ROUND OF NEGOTIATIONS-

The forthcoming round of trade negotiations will be as challenging, if not more
so, than those of the Uruguay Round. Market access and transparency alone do not
guarantee trade liberalization or the opening of markets. Further, since 1997 the
world economy has witnessed serious economic dislocations in Southeast Asia, South
America and economies in transition in Central Europe. This development has
added further political, economic and psychological pressures to the negotiating
equation. Without question, the so-called Millennium Round of trade negotiations
should facilitate the opening of new markets and expanding trade in services as a



way of sustaining economic growth and increasing standards of living by our trading
partners and their citizens.

We are encouraged by the tone of the first draft of the text from the Seattle Min-
isterial, dated 7 October 1999, which focuses, in part, on the services aspects of the
negotiations. In this contest, we urge the ministers to continue to develop a GATS
regimen to encourage the availability and choice of insurance, reinsurance, private
pensions, annuity, and retirement security products to consumers. Such an objective
will enhance the ability of WTO's members to develop sustainable global services
trade, to strengthen the financial stability of their national economies, and to help
ensure the future personal financial security of their populations.

Further, financial services commitments made by participants in the 2000 nego-
tiations should not only broaden market access but, also, lead to the development
of sound regulatory and supervisory systems which will, in fact, ensure open, fair
and competitive insurance, reinsurance, private pensions, annuities and personal re-
tirement security markets in all WTO member nations. WTO regimens, for example,
can help strengthen supervisory structures, focusing on solvency and prudential reg-
ulation rather than on product regulation. Also, in seeking further liberalization in
insurance and financial services, American negotiators should-through WTO mech-
anisms-assist member nations in their ongoing privatization of public sector safety
net programs in such areas as disability income, long-term care, and workers' com-
pensation products.

PRIVATE PENSIONS

Former U.S. Commerce Secretary Pete Peterson, in his thoughtful analysis of
global aging (Gray Dawn, New York: Times Books, 1999) very aptly observes that
"(T)he challenge of global aging, like a massive iceberg, looms ahead in the future
of the largest and most affluent economies of the world." Certainly our trading part-
ners throughout the world are assessing-as you have done, Mr. Chairman, in the
Senate Special Committee on Aging-the enormous impact of the aging baby boom
generation on their future economies and societies. Most of these nations under-
stand that their current social safety nets will not be adequate to sustain their
aging populations in the 21st century. In Italy, for example, the number of those
in the public pension system currently exceeds the number of contributing workers.

At the U.S. Commerce Department's initiative and with its leadership, the Orga-
nization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has launched, through
its insurance committee, a Working Party on Private Pensions. This panel is chaired
by the United States. Among its initiatives are a survey of the private pensions sys-
tems in the 29 OECD member nations, the formulation of recommendations to
OECD members on various approaches to prudent private pension regulation and
supervision, and the launch of a policy dialogue on private pensions issues with non-
member countries, such as Brazil, India and China which are at work on developing
their own, country-specific private pension systems. In India, for example, the Old
Age Social & Income Security (OASIS) Committee chaired by Dr. S.A. Dave, is in
the midst of developing a pension system for that dynamic and growing nation. The
Dave Commission is in close communication with the OECD private pensions group
in this important undertaking.

The foregoing underscores the need for our negotiators to address the future of
private pensions around the world-their development, funding, investment, under-
writing, management, administration, and supervision. They must also consider the
manner in which American financial services companies can be active participants
in the potentially significant global pensions and asset management markets.

American companies, such as Principal, have the knowledge, expertise, and sys-
tems not only to provide quality pension products and services worldwide but also
to help foster and strengthen local pension and asset management companies. Most
country and/or regional entities will benefit from the presence of American firms
and products. With appropriate market access, transparency and prudential regula-
tion trade commitments, domestic pensions and asset management companies of
WTO members will flourish in competition with American and European firms.

The Principal is a leading provider of a wide range of financial products and serv-
ices globally to businesses and individuals, especially in private pensions, retirement
savings, and investment products and services; our company provides administra-
tive services to more 401(K) plans than any other provider-insurer, bank, mutual
fund-in the United States. My colleagues in Iowa and elsewhere in this country
and abroad have tremendous knowledge and experience which they are anxious to
share with potential joint venture partners and even future competitors in markets
throughout the globe. We are not unique in this regard and many U.S. financial



services firms have developed creative and effective educational and training pro-
grams for their international markets.

As in the United States and other nations, the advantage of providing private
pensions or retirement schemes often depends on favorable tax treatment. WTO dis-
ciplines can be utilized to provide for reasonable notification periods which must be
permitted before imposing taxes on private pensions, individual retirement, insur-
ance, reinsurance or similar products.

In this regard, Mr. Chairman, it is encouraging to note that, last Spring, the Eu-
ropean Commission issued a communication in which it outlined plans for a single
private pensions market in the European Union. This document contains rec-
ommendations for creating an EU framework for supplementary pensions. In par-
ticular, the Commission envisages three primary principles: fewer restrictions on in-
vesting assets, pension plan portability, and tax reform. We urge the American ne-
gotiators to pursue these goals with their EU counterparts with a view toward ex-
tending such principles to the new trade agreement, although we reckon the tax re-
form issue may be as nettlesome in the trade talks as it oftentimes is in the Con-
gress.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion may I suggest that a process be initiated to identify various forms
of regulatory impediments utilized by countries to impede or otherwise undermine
fair and open competition in the services sector. Such a process should be utilized
to develop appropriate GATS provisions barring domestic regulations which are not
legitimately base on prudential requirements as well as fashion regulatory guide-
lines on transparency. Such an undertaking will contribute immeasurably to unfet-
tered access to free and open markets in the services sector.

Mr. Chairman the Seattle Ministerial in late November/early December offers the
potential not only to set the stage for the 2000 Round of trade talks but also the
tone for the anticipated three-year negotiating period. Services are to be an integral
part of this process and its conclusion. There wil be the unique opportunity to build
upon the successful foundation of the 1997 GATS agreement and other components
of the Uruguay Round and to build on the market access and national treatment
commitments agreed to at Geneva.

The United States can-and must--continue to provide leadership in this critical
area. It is not an understatement to suggest that America's moral authority to lead
on trade issues is questioned in some quarters; Seattle and the 2000 Round provide
the time and place to recapture the high ground.

Thank you again for your invitation to appear. I will be pleased to respond to your
questions.
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee thank you very much for inviting me to
testify before the Subcommittee on our services trade agenda.

We are rapidly approaching the WTO Ministerial Conference in Seattle next month, and
the new Round of international trade negotiatioiu we expect to launch at the event. And as the
President said in his address on the WTO last week, in this Round, opening trade in services will
be a central goal.

SERVICES IN THE US. ECONOMY

Let me begin with some basic observations on the services industries, their place in our
economy, and the rules we have developed thus far at the WTO to facilitate trade in these fields.

The American services sector includes a vast array of industries: from finance and
telecommunications to distribution, health, education, environmental, travel and tourism,
construction, law, engineering, architecture and more. These industries provide 86 million
private-sectorJobs and over $5.5 trillion worth of production - mote than 75% of America's
private-sector economic production, and more than one dollar in seven of world production. Our
service providers range from some of America's largest and best-known companies - in addition
to telecommunications fims, movie studios, financial services companies, software firms and
others, a number of industrial companies such as the Ford Motor Company, IBM and General
Electric earn more from their services than from their manufacturing branches - to smaller and
medium-sized firms like the Stanley Group in Iowa, Morrison-Maerle in Montana, and others
competing successfully in engineering, environmental and construction services worldwide.

In addition to this productive capacity, services play a subtle but essential role in our
industrial economy, to which they directly contribute about 2.1% of GDP in the form of
construction, and provide the infrastructure which allows manufacturing industry and farmers to
function.

Efficient transprt and distribution allows farmers to get their products to market without
spoilage, and ensures that auto parts reach the plant in time for efficient production.
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Strong insurance, accounting, finance and legal industries ensure that farmers and
manufacturers have access to capital; that contracts guarantee predictable, transparent and
reliable business decisions; and that consumers have high standards of protection.

Telecommunications, software and news dissemination are essential to the functioning of
all modem industries.

e - And new technologies now developing, in particular but not only the Internet and
electronic commerce, promise a vast increase in the efficiency and productivity of
American service industries in the years ahead.

In many of these fields, the U.S. is the world's leader. As a general matter, our success
rests on our openness to both domestic and foreign competition, combined with guarantees of
high standards of consumer protection through transparent, fair and impartial regulation where
relevant. The competition this creates speeds innovation and helps develop a productive,
efficient economy.

SERVICES IN AMERICAN TRADE

American services industries are highly successful exporters. In fact, the United States is
by far the world's leading exporter of services, with $246 billion worth of private-sector services
exports last year (the U,S. government also exported approximately $18 billion in services) as
compared with $165 billion in private sector services imports. To cite some specific examples,
this includes:

0

- $71.3 billion in travel services;
- $36.8 billion in royalties and licensing fees from audiovisual services, software, copyright

payments, franchise fees and other sources;
- $25.5 billion In freight and port services;
- $24.3 billion in business, professional and technical services, including among others:

- $4.1 billion in construction, architecture, engineering and mining;
- $3.7 billion in equipment installation, maintenance and repair;
- $2.4 billion in legal services;
- $2.0 billion in computer and data processing;
- $1.2 billion in medical services;
- $0.9 billion in research and development;
- $140 million in sports and performing arts

- $13.7 billion in financial services.
- S9.0 billion in education;
- $3.7 billion in telecommunications services exports.

Altogether, our two-way services trade makes up over 16% of the total $1.4 trillion in
world services trade. The pattern of U.S. trade in these industries is somewhat different from our
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trade in goods. In particular, the European Union and Japan take 46% ($114 billion) of our
private services exports, as opposed to 30% of our goods exports.

DEVELOPMENT OF SERVICES TRADE POLICY

These figures indicate how much services industries now contribute to our economic
growth, and to our export performance. Our goal in services trade policy, speaking very broadly,
is to open markets tand foster competition, transparency, and efficiency in the world economy, as
in our domestic services markets.

Open markets for services will facilitate Amrican exports of services, and also have
potential to help create a more stable, efficient and productive world economy. In contrast to
goods trade policy, however, trade policy in services is a relatively new development. In fact, as
recently as 1993, the world trading system had no rules for trade in services.

Thus, a major achievement of the Uruguay Round trade negotiations was completion of
General Agreement on Trade in Services (OATS), which for the first time established a
framework of rules governing trade in this vast sector. Since then, we have made substantial
additional progress- while the OATS created rules and set some precedents for market access
commitments as well, our 1997 agreements on Financial Services and Basic Telecommunications
brought us further, with commitments to market access and national treatment in two of the
highest-value service fields.

The Basic Telecom agreement, in effect-for a year and a half, is already showing benefits.
Through commitments on market access, national treatment and regulatory safeguards by 70
WTO Members, it has encouraged billions of dollars in international investment in new
telecommunications facilities, much of it led by U.S. firms. As a result, low-cost
telecommunications services are removing geography (and borders) as a constraint on the
delivery of a broad range of services and products.

Enforcement of the WTO agreement has weakened the ability of dominant carriers in
foreign countries to keep rates artificially high and depress demand for telecommunications
services and electronic commerce, helping to bring down rates by one-half on calls between the
United States and countries such as Japan and Mexico in the 18 months since the WTO
Telecommunications agreement went into force - benefitting consumers in both the U.S. and
foreign countries. At the same time, as a result of the broader market access and increased
investor stability provided by WTO commitments, new investment in undersea fiber optic cables
may result in a fifty-fold increase in capacity by the end of 2001, compard to mid-1999. Such
expansion has created competition for investment to develop regional data and electronic
commerce hubs, encouraging many WTO members - e.g. Hong Kong, Korea, Japan, India,
Singapore and Jamaica - to unilaterally improve their market access commitments.

Likewise, the 1997 Financial Services Agreement represents a successful effort by the



United States to open global financial services markets to U.S. suppliers of Insurance, banking,
securities and financial data services. The Agreement has already contributed to the ability of
U.S. service suppliers to expand existing operations and find new market opportunities across a.
wide spectrum of developed country and emerging markets, including Asia, Europe, Eastern
Europe and Latin American. The improvements encompass the ability to supply services
through investment in foreign markets or via cross-border trade. And, as in other WTO
agreements, these benefits are "locked in" through recourse to OATS dispute settlement
mechanism, if necessary, to protect existing rights. Growth potential for competitive U.S.
financial services suppliers is high, including to help emerging markets modernize their financial
services systems and to improve their infrastructure for trade in goods and services. The
Agreement will provide an effective launching pad for further negotiation of financial services
trade issues in OATS 2000.

THE WORK AHEAD

These are, however, only the first steps. While the 1990s have seen a fundamental
change for the better, services trade remains highly restricted in many areas. In the Uruguay
Round, most countries committed to "standstills" -- that is, committed not to further restrict their
markets rather than affirmatively liberalizing. And a number of countries have made no
commitments at all in some important services sectors.

This significantly inhibits American exports, and the new Round therefore has the -
potential to help our services industries achieve much more. But the costs to the world of closed
markets in services are far greater than lost exports.

Inefficient, pollution-prone power and transport reduce efficiency, worsen the quality of
life and waste investment.

Telecommunications markets reserved for government monopolies make service worse
for consumers and business more difficult for firms. Monopolies in distribution reduce the
efficiency of farms, fisheries and manufacturers throughout economies.

°- And the recent financial crisis has highlighted the need to work to strengthen the world's

financial systems, and make them more open. Measures like those exemplified by the Financial
Services Agreement are important steps in that direction. Foreign participation with fair
competition in financial services is a key ingredient in building a reliable and durable financial
system. This in turn builds confidence, fosters growth, and is thus critical for stability.

PREPARING FOR THE ROUND

Our agenda for the Round will help us address these problems as we open new
opportunities for Americans. Since the WTO's last Ministerial in 1998 reconfirmed that we
would open negotiations in services this year, in consultation with the Subcommittee, U.S.



industries, and trading partners interested in services trade, we have been developing an agenda
that will bring significant liberalization, opening of markets, and reforms throughout the world

*services economy. I should say here that the Commerce Department's work with the business
community has been essential to our development of these objectives, and we have worked very
closely together throughout the past year. The result of this work is as follows:

1. Services Objectives

First, as we prepare for the Seattle Ministerial, our goal is to launch a negotiation which
enables us to secure maximum liberalization in a-broad array of sectors from all WTO members,
through a broadening and deepening of the services commitments of all WTO countries. In
preparation for these negotiations, we have tabled a paper at the VrTO in Geneva which sets out
our objectives, and Is designed to give us the flexibility to pursue a variety of negotiating
approaches to achieve the greatest liberalization possible. This includes:

Liberalizing substantially a broad range of service sectors: This should include deeper
commitments in finance and telecommunications, together with fundamental
improvements in the commitments of existing WTO members on distribution,
audiovisual, construction, travel and tourism, the professions, education and training,
health, express delivery, energy and environmental services. (Liberalization of
distribution services is also a critical aspect of liberalizing trade in goods, helping ensure
that agricultural goods and manufactured products reach markets as rapidly as possible.)
This would include several different types of negotiations, capable of achieving
substantial liberalization in many industries, as follows:

Sct'oral am'emens, developed through creation of "model" sets of OATS
commitments for key sectors of interest to the United States. These model
schedules, or "templates," would be equivalent to the zero-for-zero tariff
elimination we have already done for goods. The model schedules would, in-
essence, provide practically free trade in a services sector through removal of as
many restrictions in that sector as possible.

Examining cross-sectoral or "horizontal" methods of service liberalization, by
improving regulatory policies across industries, for example, for all countries to
provide transparency and good-government practices to ensure that domestic
regulations do not undermine the value of our trading partners' commitments.
This could also include across-the-board commitments to services liberalization,
such as agreeing to commotilevels of ownership across sectors.

And ' auelt-offe" talks like those under the Uruguay Round, in which we
selected top priorities for liberalization of services in particular trading partners.

Increasing oarticioation in the Basic Telecommunications and Financial Services



Agl gment: As noted earlier, many WTO members have not yet joined these
agreements. Increasing participation is a goal in sevral of our regional initiatives,
notably in Africa, and will also be a focus in the Round.

Ensuring that services rules anticipate the development of new technologies. Examples
of the potential of new telecommunications, Information technologies and the Internet to
support trade in services are obvious in almost every field, from colleges which can teach,
hold examinations and grant degrees via the Internet; to home entertainment products
delivered by satellite; long-distance environmental monitoring of air and water quality;
and advanced health care delivered directly to the home or to rural clinics via
telemedicine. Service providers in years to come will find many new opportunities to use
new technologies to deliver their products overseas, and should not encounter
discrimination based on choice of technology.

Preventing discrimination against particular modes of delivering services, such as
electronic commerce or rights of establishment.

2. Electronic Commerce

Separate from the services negotiations, but essential to success, are the U.S. goals in
electronic commerce. While we believe broad classification of digital products as goods or
services is premature, clearly a number of services -- telemedicine, distance education, some
forms of entertainment, news -- can be efficiently and easily delivered electronically. We
therefore have a broad program underway at the WTO to help ensure unimpeded development of
electronic commerce.

This begins at the Seattle Ministerial with our "duty-free cyberspace" program, in which
by the Ministerial we are seeking extension of the WTO's current moratorium on application of
tariffs to electronic transmissions. We are seeking countries to commit to avoid measures that
unduly restrict development of electronic commerce; to ensure WTO rules do not discriminate
against new technologies and methods of trade; to accord proper treatment of digital products
under WTO rules; and to ensure full protection of intellectual property rights on the Net. We are
open to pursuing other issues in an ongoing work program. Together with this is a capacity-
building program, to help developing countries develop their ability to use the Internet, speeding
their development and technological progress.

3. WTO Reform: Trade Facilitation and Capacity-Building

At the same time, we are developing ideas for reforming and improving the WTO in
some of the areas directly related to services.

One example is trade facilitation, with a special focus on ensuring timely and reliable
customs procedures. This is especially important in the context of distribution services - an



efficient distribution network can lose much of its value if long delays let food spoil in transit or
delay shipment of auto parts and semiconductors for factories.

A second is upgrading the WTO's capacity-building function, to ensure that members are
able to make and comply with commitments in the services field. Services trade is a new and
highly complicated issue for many WrO members, especially the least developed countries. The
National Statements circulated by many of these nations at the WTO's 1998 Ministerial
Conference in Geneva, for example, showed a widely shared concern that domestic regulatory
agencies are having trouble meeting even existing WTO commitments. As we seek greater
participation in the Basic Telecommunications and Financial Services agreements, and
liberalization of further sectors, it is essential to address these concerns to ensure that services
commitments will have meaning in the real world.

4. Timetable

In addition to building consensus on thee substantive goals, we are working with other
WTO members to set a three-year timetable tha will ensure that the Round yields significant
benefits rapidly. At this point, most WTO memb rs agree with us on the three-year schedule.

In practical terms, the schedule would be as follows. At Seattle, the Ministers will take
decisions launching the Round, agreeing on the subject matter, and setting out in specific terms
the objectives of the three-year negotiations. Negotiations should begin in earnest at the
beginning of 2000, with, as some WTO members suggest, tabling of initial negotiating proposals
by the middle of the year. Further benchmarks to ensure progress would follow, such as a
possible "mid-term" Ministerial review at the 18-month point.

5. Consultations at Home

Finally, we are consulting intensely at home on specific objectives for each sector with
Congress, industry, labor, and civil society groups, as well as Governors, state regulatory
officials, and state legislators. This will continue, of course, once the Ministerial is concluded.

Consultations with state officials are especially important if the Round is to succeed. In
America as in some other countries, service standards and regulations are often established by
state governments or private professional associations rather than national governments; and
there are often good reasons for this. Trade policy must respect and work with the relevant
bodies.

6. Toward Seattle

Finally, we are working toward consensus on several specific achievements, to be
completed by the Ministerial, that will yield concrete benefits, build momentum for the services
negotiations and help us achieve our broader goals. These include progress toward an agreement



on transparency in government procurement, which is a major purchaser of services worldwide;
and as I noted earlier, in electronic commerce, work toward extension of the moratorium on
tariffs applied to electronic transmissions.

ROLE OF ACCESSIONS AND REGIONAL INITIATIVES

Finally, let me note our services initiatives in two other areas - the 33 separate
negotiations on accessions to the WTO now underway, and the regional initiatives we have
begun in Europe, Africa, Asia, the Middle East and the Western Hemisphere. These offer their
own immediate benefits for American service providers; but also help us set precedents and
develop models for the goals we have set in the Round.

1. WTO Accessions

With respect to the WTO accessions, in the past year we have completed the accessions
of Latvia and Kyrgyzstan. Estonia's accession is completed and awaiting parliamentary

.. approval.-We haVe 6-o6m0etedflateral negotiations with Albania, Croatia, Georgia and Taiwan;
and made significant progress on a number of other accessions, including those of Armenia,
China, Jordan, Lithuania and Oman. In each of these accessions we have sought commitments in
broader ranges of service sectors, and agreement to participate in the Financial Services and
Basic Telecommunications agreements. These set baselines for future accessions, an example
for improving the commitments of today's V/TO members, and a foundation from which we can
work in the WTO Round.

To take the most recent example, we concluded our bilateral negotiations with Albania on
September 30*. This includes high-quality service commitments, which guarantee U.S. suppliers
the right to provide services through establishing presence in the Albanian market or cross-border
supply, and contribute to Albania's economic reform, technological progress and long-term
growth. The commitments provide market access and national treatment for many U.S. Industry
sectors, including financial services (insurance, banking and securities); basic and value-added
telecommunications services; professional services including foreign legal consultancy,
accounting and auditing, arhitecture and engineering; computer and related services;
advertising; management consulting; courier, audiovisual; construction and engneering;
distribution, including wholesale and retail trade and franchising; environmental services;
hospital and other health care facilities; and tourism and travel-related services; with appropriate
flexibility on time-fhimes where needed.

L Regional Inltiativu

Regional initiatives also play an impora role, again for their direct and intrinsic
benefits but also as models for what we might hope to achieve worldwide.

An especially important case is the work toward establisnent of a Free Trade Area of



the Americas. These talks include a Negotiating Group entirely devoted to trade in services,
which like the other FTAA Groups has completed an "annotated outline" of an FTAA services
-chapter this fall. This will both help us create an early model for worldwide liberalization of
services trade, and build a Western Hemisphere consensus on shared goals as the Round
approaches. Likewise, the FTAA has established a special Committee to advise us on ways to
develop electronic commerce in the hemisphere.

The Transatlantic Economic Partnership (TEP) with the European Union - our largest
overseas services market, taking over a third of our private services exports last year - Offers
another forum. Here, we aim to make it easier for U.S. professionals and firms to operate in
Europe, safeguard U.S. interests as the EU expands, and set an example of bilateral liberalization
which the world can follow in the Round. Under the "TEP Action Plan," we are working with
the EU toward an agreement setting a framework for negotiating Mutual Recognition
Agreements -- that is, agreeing to recognize accreditation or licensing granted by one another's
regulatory standards - in services fields.

Our bilateral work in Japan has similar goals. Our initiatives are aimed at improving
access for US firms and professionals to Japan's vast market, through negotiation and
enforcement of agreements covering such sectors as insurance and telecommunications. During
Prime Minister Obuchi's visit to Washington this summer, through the Enhanced Initiative on
Deregulation and Competition Policy we agreed that Japan will take concrete deregulatory
measures in sectors including telecommunications, financial services, energy and distribution
services, as well as broader horizontal issues such as transparency.

The President's Africa initiative offers another dimension of experience. This encourages
deeper services commitments -- Ghana and Uganda have this year agreed to join the Financial
Services Agreement -- and includes a major capacity-building component helps African nations
develop regulatory, legislative and technical capabilities in high-tech sectors. One prominent
example is USAID's Southern Africa Regional Telecommunications Restructuring Program,
which helps promote modem telecommunications laws and regulation in six southern African
nations through technical advice, seminars for regulatory officials and suggestions on legislation.
Another is the Leland Project, which has helped eight African countries develop Internet
gateways and enter electronic commerce. This experience will help the WTO strengthen its own
capacity-building work, and is crucial to ensuring strong developing country support for a Round.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the task ahead of us in services trade is very challenging,
and will offer immense rewards both in terms of new export opportunities for American service
providers, and for the development of a more stable, efficient, and environmentally sustainable
world economy. We look forward to close consultation and cooperation with the Subcommittee
as the Round begins, and as the negotiations proceed in the year ahead.

Thank you very much.



RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR BAUCUS

Question: The topic of this hearing is trade negotiating objectives for services at
the Seattle, Ministerial. And I would like to home in today on one specific concern-Japan.I cant prove this, but I have the strong impression that in the Uruguay Round,

other than on rice, and perhaps a couple ot other issues, Japan did not have to make
the kind of significant changes that were required of many of our other major trad-
ing partners. I am worried that in the next Round, the Japanese system will be
able, once again, to minimize the commitments they make in the multilateral nego-
tiations, and then, in a uniquely Japanese way, circumvent those commitments and
obligations. I think we were so consumed with European problems in the Uruguay
Round that we missed a lot of opportunities to focus on Japan. I am concerned that
the same thing may happen again. I certainly don't want to take away from the ag-
riculture priorities of the next Round, and that means, of course, a major focus on
Europe. But I want to be sure that we don't let Japan off again.

Buttressing my worry about how the WTO actually helps us in opening up Japan,
I recall that, in the past, USSR witnesses have told this committee about what the),
called "GATT plus" agements with Japan. That is, in order to open a particular
market in Japan, such as satellites or medical equipment procurement, it was nec-
essary to negotiate bilateral agreements that went beyond Japan's GAIT obliga-
tions. That is, GATT commitments were not sufficient to open Japan's markets.

I rind the whole idea of GAT plus disturbing. If GATT, or the WTO, works, why
would it not work in Japan? And if it doesn't work, why are we negotiating with
the Japanese? This issue is more troublesome than ever, in this era where disputes
are thrown into the WTO rather than dealt with bilaterally and our ability actually
to use the power of Section 301 and other US trade laws vis-a-vis Japan is very
problematic.

So my question is this And I don't really want an off-the-cuff answer, because
it will require some thought. So, why don't you give Me Your initial reaction to this,
and then provide me with a more detailed written answer in a few days.

How do our trade negotiating objectives in services in the next Round relate to
access problems in Japan? How are you going to ensure that the demands you will
make on Japan in the next round include significant obhgations on Japan to liber-
alize its trading regime? How are you going to insist that Japan's concessions match
those of our other- major trading partners? And how are you going to ensure that
Japan fulfills the obligations it makes?

Answer: Liberalization of Japan's trading regime is a principal U.S. objective in
the new round. We are seeking to improve market access in a wide range of goods
and services areas. High on our agenda is reducing Japan's agricultural subsidies,
further liberalizing its tariffs, and eliminating remaining non-tariff barriers in this
sector. Such reforms would Improve U.S. export prospects on a number of com-
modity areas, including rice, fruit, and vegetables. In addition, we continue to seek
the elimination of Japan's high duties on key U.S. exports such as forestry and fish-
ery products in the WTO through the Advanced Tariff Liberalization initiative.

Regarding liberalization of services in particular, Japan is one of the world's larg-
est importers of services, and the United States sells more services to Japan than
to any other nation. We ran a $20 billion services trade surplus with Japan last
year. Further multilateral liberalization will create enormous new opportunities for
U.S. services providers in Japan. We are launching negotiations to further key serv-
ices sectors, like finance, telecommunications and construction; to ensure growth for
new services, like telemedicine, satellite entertainment and on-line instruction; and
to prevent discrimination against particular modes of delivering services, including
electronic commerce.

We are working closely with other WTO members to ensure that Japan will make
significant concessions, particularly in the areas of agriculture, fishery and forestry
products and services, that match those being made by other WTO members. We
do not intend to conclude the Round without a package that balances the interests
and obligations of all member countries.

We will closely monitor Japan's actions and will use the range of tools available
to us to ensure that Japan fulfills its WTO obligations. Over the past few years,
we have been successful in utilizing the WTO dispute settlement process to resolve
problematic Japanese trade practices that violate. Japan's WTO commitments. In
1996, for example, we won all important WTO case related to Japaii's discrimina-
tory liquor tax system. Late last year, a WTO dispute panel ruled in favor of the
United States against Japan's varietal fruits testing policies. We will continue to use
this process aggressively as well as other trade tools as appropriate to ensure Japa-
nese compliance with its WTO obligations.
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMiITEE ON FINANCE

Mr. Chairman, I join you in welcoming our distinguished witnesses today.

Allow me to movedirectly to my concerns.

I would like to hear from Ambassador Esserman and Secretary Aaron on two points.

First, Ms. Esserman has been reported as saying that the US is reviewing several options
for expanded market access, and that the least developing questions enjoy a priority In your review
process. I would appreciate an elaboration on the objectives of your review. I am especially
interested in just how this process would affect our already vastly expanded access for the
Caribbean and other developing states, many of which are beneficiaries of expanded access to U.S.
market provided in olicr legislation recently relxicd out of this coinmittee. I also want to know the
specific business sectors which might be affected by expanded access and whether or not the
appropriate US private sector advisory committees.

Second, I am eager to hear from Mr. Aaron concerning the Draft Declarationfin the WTO
Seattle Ministerial, written by the Chairman of the WTO General Council. Ali Mchumo. This
seems to amount to little more than a laundry list of attacks on US anti-dumping laws and our
statutory remedies, which were legitimated by the Uruguay Round and other GATT/WTO
agreements.

Given the recent WTO dispute panel's ruling against our use of countervailing duties to
compensate for the very substantial steel subsidies in the United Kingdom, it would seem that the
WTO and Mr. Ali Mchumo have decided that they can assume the prerogative of the U.S.
Commerce Department in determining whether or not the review standards agreed to in Article 17.6
[WTO Antidumping Agreement) ought to apply in anti-dumping cases.

The WTO Seattle Ministerial should not become a showdown or contest between the
developing and developed nations. Yet that is precisely the direction that the highly contentious
Chairman's Draft is dragging us. I would suggest an alternative approach be considered by the
distinguished Chairman of the WTO General Council. And I refer to the recent proposal offered
by the U.S. along with Nigeria, Bangladesh, Lesotho, Nigeria, Senegal, and Zambia urging the
developed nations to provide technical assistance to the lesser developed trading nations In
developing the economic capacity which will enable them to enter the global commercial
muinstircam.

Simply eliminating tariffs does not answer the needs of these countries. They constitute too
small a share of total US trade, even though the US imports more from developing countries than
their next their largest export markets combined. Rather, the developing nations will benefit in
perpetuity if provided the tools of trade. By that 1 mean guidelines for what I would call a "civil
infrastructure." This means a financial sector with banking, insurance and other merchandise
management Capabilities; a judicial sector where contracts are protected and enforced; and modem
management and manufacturing techniques that secure indigenous benefits, such as employment,
ownership and even environmental improvements.

The current approach taken by the WTO leadership will not help those of us in the US who
strongly support and promote the WTO. And I hop that Seattle does not reflect differences of
opinion among national leaders in a way that could in any way cause that support to flag.



PREPARED STATEMENT OF CATHERINE L. MANN

Liberalizing trade in services is key to faster global growth and the sustainability
of the US trade deficit. As a country grows and matures, services tend to increase
as a share of GDP, as does the share of services in US exports to the country. The
United States has global comparative advantage in services, yet services remain
highly protected abroad. Multilateral and broad-based negotiations on trade in serv-
ices will help to ensure that US exporters have access to growing markets. In addi-
tion, liberalizing policies will enhance competition and efficiency and raise produc-
tivity and growth in all the world's economies. Such a "high performance" strategy
offers a win-win negotiating platform.

Don't underestimate the rising importance of trade in services for the US and the
world.(2)

The importance of the service sector for the US economy, for our trade position,
and for global trade should not be underestimated. Services exports account for
about 30 percent of the total dollar value of US exports (up from 20 percent in
1975). On the import side, the share has been about stable at somewhat less than
20 percent. The trade surplus in services is about $80 billion as against a merchan-
dise trade deficit of about $330 billion.(3) As of 1997, the US accounted for about
one-quarter of the whole world's trade in services.

The demand for high-quality services at home contributes to a global comparative
advantage in the delivery of many different services industries and professional
services. Studies by McKinsey Global Institute of selected service-sector industries
suggest that labor productivity in the United States exceeds that of its major com-
petitors (Germany, France, United Kingdom, and Japan) by 30 percent in airlines,
30 to 40 percent in retail banking, 20 to 50 percent n telecommunications, and 10
to 50 percent in retail selling. In -part because the domestic market is so well -devel-
oped, the United States is also the world's leading exporter of business and profes-
sional services.

The share of services in US exports should increase further as our trading part-
ners grow, mature, and demand more services. For example, in the mature econo-
mies of Europe, the service share of GDP is about 70 percent and the share of serv-
ices in US exports is about 35 percent. For middle-income countries in South and
Central America, the service sector share of GDP is about 57 percent and the serv-
ice share of US exports is 25 percent. But in low-income China and India, the serv-
ice share of GDP is only 37 percent and the service share of US exports is only 18
percent. Opening markets abroad is crucial to ensure that net trade in services con-
tributes positively to the overall US trade balance, even as we would also expect
greater imports of some services. Yet, liberalization of services trade has barely
begun, and many barriers face US exporters of services. (4)

Rising services could diminish the -"asymmetry" in response of trade to changes
in income.(S)

Empirical analysis of the behavior of US trade suggests that there are systematic
differences in how goods flows and services flows respond to changes in US and for-
eign income. Decades of empirical work show that when US and foreign incomes
rise the US tendency to spend additional income on imports is about one and one-
hal to two times the foreigners' tendency to spend their additional income on US
exports. Therefore, when US and foreign economies have grown at the same rate,
the US trade balance has tended to worsen.

Recent work suggests that this asymmetry is much smaller or even reversed for
trade in services. That is, the US tendency to purchase service imports when our
income increases is about the same as or is less than the foreigner's tendency to
purchase US service exports when their income rises.(6) Over time, as the share of
services in total trade increases the asymmetry of responsiveness of total trade fo
changes in income likely will diminish. Consequently, as other countries develop
and demand more imports of services, the US surplus in services trade is likely to
expand; but only if markets abroad are open and growing.

The case for services liberalization is dramatic for the US and for the world.(7)
My analysis suggests that the constellation of consensus projections for economic

growth here and abroad, of exchange rates and relative prices, and of standard esti-
mates of the income asymmetries yields a trajectory for the US trade and current
account deficits that will be unsustainable in two or three years and certainly are
unsustainable in the longer term. An unsustainable trade deficit could mean abrupt
changes in exchange rates and interest rates with deleterious effects on US and
global growth.

An on-going program of service sector liberalization in trade and deregulation and
competition in domestic markets here and abroad changes that picture dramatically.
Together, faster growth and a more liberal environment for services trade keep the
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US external accounts from worsening, and indeed they start to narrow In the long-
term (10 years out). -

How could multilateral service-sector negotiations have such a big impact? First,
the impact on global growth is substantial. Comprehensive liberalization of services
could raiseglobal GDP by 4 to 6 percentage points-twice that credited to the Uru-
guay Round--as well as raise the long-run global growth rate from 3.2 to 5.0 per-
cent. (8) Second, as a multilateral effort, the impact on US firms and workers would
be broad-based. In 1998, service exports constituted 30 percent of US total exports,
55 percent of corporate profits, 75 percent of US real GDP, and 80 percent of non-
agricultural payroll employment. No bilateral or sectoral trade negotiation will af-
fect this share of US exports, nor this share of the US economy. For example, one
of the most hard-fought market-opening negotiations was the U S-Japan agreement
on autos and auto parts. In 1997 these sectors accounted for only 6 percent of US
total exports and less than half that as a share of real GDP. By ensuring that serv-
ices exports grow as rapidly as they have been the asymmetry in income elasticities
is reduced enough to radically change the trend in the US trade deficit.

Liberalization of trade and of domestic markets go hand-in-hand, particularly for
the services sector, but multilateral liberalization of services-has barely begun.(9)
The United States must move quickly to launch and encourage wide participation
in a new trade round with a clear focus on services.

A cautionary note: Services liberalization is not a short-run fix, nor a long-run
panacea.

The trade and current account deficits are large right now partly on account of
the cyclical factors of global financial crises and robust US domestic demand; so, re-
sumption of global growth is a necessary ingredient to narrowing the US external
deficits in the near-term. However, in addition to the long-term impact of services
liberalization, there are structural factors in the US economy that underpin the
trend external deficits that need to be addressed including the low US household
savings rate and the insufficient preparedness of JS workers for current and future
Jobs. All told, a combined agenda that emphasizes macroeconomic policies for global
growth as well as longer-term services trade liberalization and domestic policy ini-
tiatives will reap great benefits for the US and the global economies.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT VASTINE

It is a pleasure to appear today to present the views of the Coalition of Service
Industries (CSI) on United States Trade Negotiating Objectives for services at the
Seattle WTO ministerial meeting, and the Services 2000 negotiations scheduled to
begin this coming January.

CSI was established in 1982 to create greater public awareness of the major role
services companies and their workers play in our national economy; promote the ex-
pansion of business opportunities abroad for US service companies; advocate an .in.
creased focus on liberalization of trade in services in international trade negotia-



tions; and encourage US leadership in obtaining a fair and competitive-global mar-
ketplace.

CSI members include an array of US service industries including the financial,
telecommunications, professional, travel, transportation and air cargo, and informa-
tion technology sectors. Included in the broader coalition of sectors with which we
work are energy services, entertainment, retail distribution, and education.
CSI has been active in multilateral trade negotiations since before the Uruguay

Round and played an aggressive advocacy role in writing the General Agreement
on Trade in Services and obtaining successful WTO negotiations in telecommuni-
cations and financial services.

SERVICES 2000 NEGOTIATIONS

We are equally committed to a comprehensive, highly ambitious new multilateral
services negotiation starting in 2000. We believe that these negotiations will further
expand our global markets, enabling our sector to increase its 77 percent share of
US employment, its 79 percent share of GDP, and its trade surplus of about $80
billion (about 30 percent olf US .exports). Because foreigners have a high propensity
to consume US services, we believe that negotiations that reduce barriers across a
wide range of highly protected foreign services markets could materially stimulate
US trade. The US is very competitive in virtually, every category of services trade,
examples of which are given in the appendix to this statement.

It has recently been suggested that US services exports could offset the structural
goods deficit as a result of successful multilateral negotiations. Catherine L. Mann,
in a study for the Institute for International Economics 1 wrote:

"... as income in a foreign country grows, its imports of US services tend to
rise disproportionately. Successful broad-based negotiations on trade in services
will likely increase US exports of services even further, with a positive effect
on the trade deficit. The Iong-term trajectory of the US external balances could
be altered significantly by the combination of successful service-sector negotia-
tions and broad-based liberalization and deregulation at home and especially
abroad. These together would unleash higher productivity and faster growth at
home and abroad, which would narrow the US current account deficit.'

In her prepared statement for this hearing, Dr. Mann cites earlier estimates that
comprehensive liberalization of services could raise global GDP by 4 to 6 percentage
points, and raise the long-run global growth rate from 3.2 to 5 percent.2

My point is that the United States has a powerful national economic security in-
terest in making the coming services negotiations a major success. But so does the
rest of the worldeconomy.

THE SEATTLE MINISTERIAL

Because we need highly successful new services trade negotiations, we need a suc-
cessful Seattle WTO Ministerial Meeting. What defines success? For the service sec-
tor a successful Ministerial must:

e give a very strong mandate to the start-of comprehensive services negotiations
i 2000

* provide that this 3 year negotiation be focussed mainly on services, agriculture,
and industrial products so that there is a real chance that negotiators can focus
on services trade and complete an ambitious agenda of liberalization in areas
where the likelihood of liberalization exists.

* Recognize that electronic commerce is an important new technique for trading,
not a new sector in and of itself; extend the existing moratorium on duties on
electronic transmissions, call on countries to refrain from adopting measures
that would unnecessarily restrict electronic commerce, provide that electronic
delivery of services falls within the scope of the GATS, and that there be no
discrimination among foreign and domestic providers in their access to elec-
tronic networks.

* provide that the entire new "round" be completed by December 31, 2002, in
order to force closure on the existing agenda, reap what gains can be garnered,
and begin again with a fresh agenda that could include items like investment.

CSI has been very actively engaged in the preparations for the Seattle Ministe-
rial. We are organizing a day of activities to demonstrate the importance of the serv-
ice sector to the 21st Century, knowledge based, "third wave" economy. At our major

'Catherine L. Mann, "Is the U.S. Trade Deficit Sustainable?" Institute for International Eco-
nomics, 1999, p. 9.2Gary Clyde Hufbauer and Tony Warren, "The Globalization of Services, What Has Hap-
pened?" Institute for International Economics, 1999
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"World Services Congress" in Atlanta on November 1-3 we will propose a series of
recommendations, endorsed by leaders from many countries, to support the Ministe-
rial and the negotiations to follow. And at Atlanta we are forming a Global Services
Network to link organizations and individuals in all parts of the world to provide
a support system for the services negotiations.

AMBITIOUS US GOALS FOR SERVICES 2000

CSI believes strongly that the US should enter the new negotiations with a bold
agenda, calling for sweeping commitments to liberalization across all service sectors.

We would like our negotiators to propose broad commitments to liberalization in
areas such as the right to establish a business presence in foreign markets (commer-
cial presence), the right to own all or a majority share of that business, and the
right to be treated as a local business (national treatment).

If we are to succeed, our negotiating methods will need to be bold and innovative.
We support the efforts of US services negotiators, joined by their colleagues in the
Quad and a group of other countries with strong interests in services trade, ;o find
new approaches to services trade liberalization. These are designed to supplement
the usual "request-offer" approach, save time, and bring better results.

These new approaches could include commitments applyng "horizontally" across
all service sectors, the negotiation of transparency and other pro-competitive regu-
latory commitments for service sectors under negotiation, then the negotiation of
model schedules for each sector under negotiation. Countries would have the right,
as they do now, to list exceptions to the model schedules and pro-competitive regu-
latory commitments. Once the models had been adopted, countries could engage
each other in negotiations to improve the scope and depth of other countries' com-
mitments.

MOBILITY OF BUSINESS PERSONNEL

One of the areas requiring fresh bold thinking here and abroad, are the provi-
sions used by countries, including the US, for the temporary entry of foreign mana-
gerial and technical personnel. Increasingly large, highly competitive US companies
such as consulting, accounting, legal, architectural, and engineering firms need to
transfer personnel at short notice to service the needs of their clients throughout
the world. Delivering services via transfer of natural persons is known in GATS par-
lance as "mode 4" of supply. The WTO has been unable to make any progress on
achieving liberalization of this form of supply of services. Because it is of increasing
importance to US firms, and to some other countries, it should be an important ele-
ment of the coming negotiations.

THE NEED FOR "PRO-COMPETITIVE" REGULATORY REFORM

Foreign companies entering new markets often face formidable barriers in the
form of arbitrary and non-transparent regulations and regulatory institutions. Such
regulations too often deny foreign companies the opportunity to compete on an equal
basis with domestic firms. They can effectively negate the benefits of trade liberal-
ization commitments.

Pro-competitive regulatory reforms mean abandoning forms of regulation by which
governments limit the introduction of new products, restrict use of market-based
pricing, and in other ways constrain competition.

Transparency of regulatory processes is an important element of pro-competitive
reform. This means adopting many of the procedures embodied in our more open
system of government, such as the publication of existing and proposed regulations,
and the right to comment and to be heard in administrative proceedings. It also

means applying higher principles of how companies operate, such as regulations en-
suring solvency, promoting transparency in intra-company transactions and finan-
cial reporting, and Improving the reliability of financial data that would allow cus-
tomers and investors to make better informed judgments.

THE NEED FOR INTEGRATED US INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC AND TAX POLICIES

At the same time that we pursue an aggressive trade strategy, we must be sure
that our domestic policies do not inhibit the global competitiveness of our own com-
panies. A case in point is the active financing exception to Subpart F that expires
at the end of the year.

Extension of these rules permitting US-based financial services companies to rein-
vest earnings overseas without first being taxed by the US will be an important step
in the right direction as we better coordinate our trade and tax policies to foster
the ability of our companies to compete in foreign markets. CSI wishes to thank



Senators Hatch and Baucus for their long standing efforts to improve and simplify
the international tax laws and Chairman Roth for extending this important provi-
sion in his most recent tax bill. We urge you to pass this vital extender.

THE WTO AND SERVICES

The reduction of barriers to trade in goods began many decades ago with the 1934
reciprocal trade agreements program of the Roosevelt era. The reduction of barriers
to trade in services is in its infancy. The Uruguay Round wrote the "constitution"
or legal framework for liberalization of trade in service: the GATS. But countries'
actual commitments to liberalization were disappointing. The actual work of liberal-
ization was advanced in the successful 1997 Basic Telecommunications and Finan-
cial Services negotiations. The next negotiation, services 2000, is the first real op-_
portunity to bring to bear the lessons we have learned about the complex process
of negotiating freer trade in services and to broaden binding commitments across
all sectors and deepen commitments within product categories and sub categories.

As I said at the outset, the United States has a particularly big stake in a suc-
cessful multilateral negotiation. We are already highly competitive in services. We
can secure and enhance this comparative advantage by removing restrictions to our
exports, and at the same time make a bigger and bigger dent in our structural trade
deficit.

The Seattle Ministerial is a preamble to the main event, the negotiation itself.
But it is essential that the Seattle Declaration give a strong impetus to an ambi-
tious, achievable negotiation in services. As the evidence adduced by Dr. Mann dem-
onstrates, such a result is essential to our national economic interest and to global
prosperity.

APPENDIX I

Examples illustrating the stake of US service industries in expanded global mar-
kets.

* Travel and tourism contributed over $25 billion to the services trade surplus in
1997. This :s the largest sectoral contribution to the overall services surplus.
In addition, travel and tourism are estimated to support over seven million di-
rect Jobs and generate roughly $71 billion in tax revenues for federal, state and
local governments.

" Business, professional and technical services is a largely unrecognized power-
house in American trade. In 1997, we exported more than $21 billion in these
services and we had a $16 billion trade surplus. These data do not include the
earnings from foreign investments and foreign affiliates, which are very sub-
stantial. Trade in business, professional and technical services-such as ac-
counting, legal, engineering, architectural and consulting services-is especially
important because it frequently paves the way for trade and investment in
other service and manufacturing sectors.

* Telecommunications services are an integral component of operations of all
businesses, and are essential in promoting domestic and global growth. Tele-
communications services provide the necessary infrastructure for the develop-
ment and continued expansion of the information society and electronic com-
merce. An estimated $725 billion in revenue was generated in 1997, and proec-
tions for the next five years indicate that traded telecommunications services
will increase at about 20 percent annually for outbound calls from the US toforeign markets.* The information technology industry is also dependent on trade and trade ex-

pansion. The WTO estimates that over the next five years, sales over the Inter-
net will double each year.

* The US asset management industry is the largest in the world. It is estimated
that by 2002, 51% of total asset management revenue of $160 billion will come
from abroad, not the US. Today, US-domiciled investment managers manage
14% of the total of non-US retirement plan assets and 5% of non-US mutual
fund assets.

* US law firms, when billing foreign clients, produce services exports. Overall US
legal services exports approach $1.0 billion.

0 Foreign students coming to American schools, net after scholarship and local as-
sistance, spent $8.3 billion in the US, which is a US services export. We have
a surplus in trade in education services of $7.0 billion.

• Although few doctors imagine themselves as US exporters, medical services ren-
dered in the US to foreign citizens produced an export surplus of $0.5 billion.

* Air cargo transport accounts for well over a third of the value of the world trade
in merchandise. However, restrictions on market access (including cabotage),



ownership and control, the right of establishment, capacity, frequencies, inter-
modal operations in connection with air services, wet leasing, customs,
groundhandling, the environment in particular local airport access times, all
limit the ability of cargo carriers to plan their operations purely on the basis
of commercial and operational considerations. A WTO framework could provide
cargo carriers with clear rules addressing these problems and resulting In en-
hanced delivery options to the benefit of businesses, shippers and consumers
worldwide.

• Energy services have received little attention in trade negotiations to date. But
drastic changes in the international and domestic business climate for this In-
dustry-which in the US accounts for 1.4 million jobs and about 7% of US
GDP--have shown the need for global trading rules, which can provide new,
common understandings on such key matters as monopoly power, anti-competi-
tive practices and discrimination against new market entrants, including of
course US companies. Thus the energy services industry looks to the coming
round as a critically Important opportunity to map out a blueprint for market
access and free competition in energy service.



COMMUNICATIONS

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN TEXTILE MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE

(SUBMITrED BY CARLOS MOORE, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT)

This statement is submitted by the American Textile Manufacturers Institute
(ATMI), the national trade association of the textile mill products industry.

ATMI's member companies range from small, specialized family-owned- enter-
prises to diversified, multi-billion dollar public corporations. On their behalf, we
would like to state ATMI's position that the United States negotiating objectives in
the upcoming World Trade Organization (WTO) Seattle Ministerial meeting and
subsequent Round should be focused on completing the job that was begun but not
finished during the Uruguay Round negotiations.

The Uruguay Round generally sought to extend the scope of the (then) GAIT.
Specifically, it endeavored to bring international trade in services, agriculture and
textiles/apparel under GATT disciplines and to forge international agreement on
measures granting intellectual property protection. After seven years, only two of
these objectives have been realized: those with respect to textiles/apparel and intel-
lectual property. In services and agriculture, only half measures and agreement to
continue negotiations as part of a "built-in agenda" in these sectors were adopted.
The Uruguay Round, though resulting in nearly a thousand pages of text ratified
on April 15, 1994, remains an unfinished work.

With regard to trade in textiles and apparel, profoundly far-reaching decisions
were taken in the Uruguay Round. Agreement was reached to gradually phase out
quantitative restraints on imports of textiles and apparel which had been main-
tained since 1974 pursuant to the GATT-sanctioned International Arrangement Re-
garding Trade in Textiles (the "MFA"). All such restraints are being gradually
phased out over a ten-year "transition period" and completely eliminated effective
January 1, 2005, as provided for in the Uruguay Round Agreement on Textiles and
Clothing (ATC).

To further add to its contribution to liberalizing world trade, the United States
agreed to tariff cuts on essentially all textile and apparel products, completely elimi-
nating tariffs on some.

It is difficult to overstate the magnitude of this concession by the United States
and the other textile/apparel importing countries. The result of these measures is
reflected in the data: U.S. imports of textiles and apparel, not including imports
from our NAFTA partners, Canada and Mexico, and from Israel, increased by $13.3
billion or 36.5 percent in just the four years (1995-1998) since the Uruguay Round
Agreementswent into effect.

It is safe to say that no other sector of U.S. industry was required to make as
many concessions in the Uruguay Round Agreements as the domestic textile and ap-
parel industries. But our industry had reason to expect at least partial reciprocity
in the form of market opening initiatives by the exporting developing countries
which, for two generations, have kept their domestic markets closed to foreign com-
petition I while exporting over $100 billion worth of textiles and apparel worldwide
annually (1997). Indeed, Article 1 of the Uruguay Round Agreement on Textiles and
Clothing (ATC) states "Members should allow for-increased competition in their
markets." This is reinforced by Article 7 which states, "--all (emphasis added) Mem-

'Except, of course, Hong Kong and Singapore which somehow mange to export increasing
quantities of textile products despite rapidly dechning employment in te sector. It is possible
that the openness of their markets plays a role in the growth of their exports by facilitating
illegal transshipments.

(65)



bers shall take such actions as may be necessary to abide by GATT 1994 rules and
disciplines so as to:

(a) achieve improved access to markets for textile and clothing products--"
There can be no question that the United States has fulfilled not only the spirit

but the letter of this requirement (and has a $13.3 billion increase in textile and
apparel imports to prove it). Most regrettably however, many of the large textile
and apparel exporting nations have ignored their commitments under the Agree-
ment and have utterly failed to provide meaningful, real market access. (In this con-
text, Pakistan's sole market access concession to remove knitted ski suits from its
list of banned imports is not only meaningless but insulting.)

ATMI has shown the larger textile/apparel exporter developing countries (along
with the EU and the U.S.) in Exhibit A, attached. It shows those countries with
highly protected markets in the upper right and those with open markets in the
lower left. Not surprisingly, India is clearly the most protected, followed closely by
Brazil, Egypt, Pakistan and Argentina. The U.S. and the EU are the least protected,
and by 2005, when quotas will have disappeared, will be by far the most open mar-
kets. Exhibit B (attached) lists ranges of tariffs and descriptions of non-tariff bar-
riers used in placing these countries on the diagram.

Until the major textile and apparel exporting nations provide a degree of access
to their domestic markets comparable to what the United States has provided, no
further concessions should be made by the U.S. The United States' negotiating ob-
jective in the Round should be, clearly and simply, to require these recalcitrant ex-
porting nations to abide by the ATC-five years after the fact-and provide real, ef-
fective access to their domestic markets. Should they fall to do so, the United States
should then move to deny them further trade liberalizing elements as provided for
In Article 2 of the ATC. What the United States should not do, what it must not
do, in the Round, is to agree to further reduce U.S. apparel and textile tariffs. To
reduce U.S. textile and apparel tariffs would validate the refusals of the major ex-
porting countries to provide improved, effective access to their markets. Such action
would make a travesty of a balanced trade negotiation and cause irreparable harm
to U.S. textile jobs and production.

Cuts of U.S tariffs would also undermine the preferential access to the U.S.
which Mexico, Canada, and Israel enjoy under our free trade agreements, as well
as any future benefits which may be realized under CBI enhancement legislation.
Until equitable conditions of market access in textile and apparel trade are granted
by all WTO members, the best approach for the U.S. is to stand pat.

We would also like to call to the Committee's attention position papers recently
submitted to the WTO by India on behalf of a number of textile/apparel exporting
developing countries most of whom appear in Exhibit A in the "closed market" cat-
egory, Those papers have been incorporated into a draft of the ministerial statemen
being prepared for Seattle. The India paper is relevant to this hearing because it
is a developing country blueprint to undercut U.S. trade laws, the WTO Agreement
on Textiles and Clothing, U.S. positions on agriculture trade, standards, investment,
intellectual property, rules of origin, and just about every other trade policy objec-
tive of the U.S. The documents should be dismissed out of hand, but because the
WTO General Council Chairman, acting on his own, incorporated them into the
draft Ministerial Declaration, prompt action is needed by the Senate Finance Com-
mittee and U.S. negotiators to denounce the provisions in the paper and have a new
draft proposed without them. It is possible that the Indian paper was submitted to
deflect attention from India's (and others') prohibitive tariffs and non-tariff barriers.
But the obviousness of that ploy is yet another compelling reason to reject the paper
and the draft declaration that incorporated it out of hand.

This effort by certain developing countries to undercut U.S. trade objectives re-
flects ATMI's two other concerns about the WTO Round. First, the U.S. must insist
that the Agreement on Textiles and Clothing should not be weakened. All WTO
members agreed in 1993 on an approach to phase out quotas and the U.S. has fully
complied with the Agreement. Second, the U.S. should oppose any weakening of
WTO provisions on unfair trade practices or the escape clause. The WTO document
makes it clear that many developing countries want to make just such changes-
changes that would have the effect of weakening U.S. antidumping countervailing
and Section 201 statutes, and possibly others. ATMI supports initiatives in the Con-
gress to provide guidance to U.S. negotiators to reject attempts to negotiate changes
that could weaken unfair trade practices statutes.

Much good can be accomplished for our industry in a new WTO round if the U.S.
is committed to real opening of foreign markets. However, much harm will result
if the terms of the ATC are weakened, developing countries escape market openin
disciplines, U.S. textile/apparel tariffs are cut, and U.S. trade laws are weakened.
We urge the Committee to support our views and to so advise U.S. negotiators.



Current Market Access Conditions For Textiles and
Apparel: Major Exporting Countries
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Exhibit B

Back-up for Chart: Current Market Access Conditions For Textile
and AnDiarel Products: Malor Exportina Countries

Average Tariff Ranges on Textile and
AppaMl Products (1998)'

Argentina 40%_-50+%
Australia 25%-35%Bangladesh 60%--300+%

Brazil 40% - 70+%
China 20%- 36%
Chile 11+%
Colombia 15% - 20%
Egypt 25%- 54%
EU 4%- 13%
India 50% - 70%
Indonesia 20%- 30%,Japan 7%- 16%

Korea 8% - 11%'
Malaysia 20%-30%
Mauritius 0% -80%
Morocco 40% -50%

Pakistan 40% - 60%
Poland 11% - 25%
Romania 12% - 32+%Russia . ... 20% '30%
South Africa - 28% - 78+ %
Sdi Lanka 25% -35%
Taiwan 5% -20%
Thailand 20% -45+%
Ukraine Volatile
Unguy .. .17% -24+%

Vietnam 25% - 50+%
United States" (as a 16%
baseline)

1'1998 U.8. Txtlle and'Apparel
'Trade Balance ($ M)

Argentina 55
Australia 45
Bangladesh -1,670
Brazil 3
China 5,800
Chile 87
Colombia - 75
Egypt -460-,
EU - 2,400
India - 2,300
Indonesia -1,950
Japan 480
Korea -2530
Malaysia - 750
Mauritius - 235
Morocco -80
Pakistan - 1,400
Poland -30
Romania - 129
Russia -135
South Africa -66
S d Lanka -1,470
Taiwan -2,800
Thailand - 1,900
Ukraine - 75
Uruguay -11
Vietnam -30

,.I

* hiOfta supld 10 specf d*A Valuedion w p duities sWe hihe than ad valorem rates.

Argentina Customs: difficult and cumbersome certificate of origin rules (requires a visa from
the local Argentine consulate); long delays at customs; difficulties dealing
w/customs officials. IPR problems. Tariff unpredictability: use of minimum specific
duties on textiles begun In 1995 (note: WTO ruled against duties In 1997);
Increases in tax rates effecting Imports (statistical tax rates Imposed and ad
valorem tax rates increased-for some textile products); also, in 1997, Argentina
Increased its tariffs across the board by 3% after losing a WTO case regarding its

'Appled at rates at the MFN/NTR e . Whom remnt.ckJ adding taxee uWcwge leid on lnporled products only. For more
inforimtion. "ea 1No4arf bnier secton.**cerp kwpot we taxed nesily w% (specoa consumpoon and education tax appie).



Non-Tariff Barders : ';r
3% staisUcal tax; numerous export subsidies and in 1995 Imposed an "Additional
VAT' of 9-10% which de facto Is applied only on Imports. Also, Imports of clothing
and home furnishing products are subject to an "Anticipated Income Tax"
counting to 3-11%. Corruption, Including bribe taking and kick-backs at many
levels of government, is a major problem. Note: 1996 marking rules require
chemical composition statements for carpets and clothing.

Australia Some export subsidies. Some tariffs as high as 66 - 84% (man-made fiber
fabrics, carpets, knitted goods.)

Bangladesh Export subsidies. Customs: lengthy, burdensome and time consuming customs
procedures; also, non-transparent customs regulations - changes in regulations
often issued only partially or after Implementation or both. Tariff unpredictability:
tariffs may change without notice; minimum specific tariffs often employed. Import
restrictions: some fabrics and made-ups are banned.

Brazil Customs: difficult Import licensing procedures. Tariff unpredictability: valuation
problems when dealing with Brazilian customs; minimum/specific duties may be
Imposed; in 1997, Brazil Increased its tariffs by 3% across the board; also,
following an Increase in Imports from 1990-95, tariffs on many textile products
were Increased to 50 and 70%. Unpredictability regarding financing - in 1997,
Brazil Instituted up front payment requirements for textile products and banned
letters of credit. Numerous export subsidies and specific credit programs. IPR
problems. Import restrictions - often lengthy non-automatic Import license
procedures for many textile and made-up products. Other taxes: numerous add-
on taxes for Imports, including union tax, brokerage tax, forwarding agent tax,
harbor tax, storage tax. Corruption, Including bribe taking and kick-backs at many
levels of government, is a major problem.

Chile Tariff unpredictability: minimum Import prices may be used for textile and apparel
Imports; also, Import surveillance by the Central Bank of Chile which may block
Imports that do not meet 'normal international market pdces'. Some export
subsidies.



Non-Tarif Bare . L''".
China Customs: difficult, time consuming and non-transparent Import documentation

procedures. Tariff unpredictability: non-tranoparent customs valuation procedures
- use of unofficial reference price lists to hike effective tariff rates and which may
be used to offset "agreed upon" declines in applied tadff rates; also, tariffs differ
depending on port of entry and Importing agents - tariffs often "negotiated" with
local customs agents. Other taxes: VAT taxes applied in discriminatory manner.
Import restrictions: importing of textile products restricted to foreign trading
companies (FTC) (mandatory 'importing licensing" by MOFTEC) which are also
producers and exporters of similar products; distribution channels for te~le
products controlled by state agencies - dual pricing system in effect and Importers
may receive lower price offers than domestic producers. Standards/inspections/
marking: expensive, time consuming and discriminatory technical/quality testing
procedures for Imported goods - Imported goods subject to higher standards than
domestically produced goods; also previously independent Inspection agencies
have recently been put under the control of Chinese customs - conflicts are no
longer subject to international dispute settlement. Numerous export and domestic
Industry subsidies Including cotton subsidization; also, widespread use of export
rebates. Corruption, including bribe taking and kick-backs at many levels of
government, is a major problem. Many IPR problems.

Colombia Customs: arbitrary customs valuations, cumbersome certificates of origin and
customs Inspection procedures. IPR problems. Some export subsidies.
Corruption, Including bribe taking and kick-backs at many levels of government, is
a major problem.

Egypt Customs: complex and excessive customs rules and procedures (including
requirement of visas from Ministry of Foreign trade and local Chamber of
Commerce); time-consuming customs clearance procedures; also, customs -
corruption - textile imports into Egypt are often reviewed by local Chamber or
textile Industry representatives for quality and value. Import restrictions: bans on
Importation of some textile (including cotton fabrics) and all apparel (only
manufacturing product to be banned). Tariff unpredictability: arbitrary customs
valuations and non-transparent customs duty assessment regulations; also, tariffs
on many textile products Increased in 1998 to 54%. Additional taxes (customs
surcharges, Inspection and service fees). Standardslinspectionsmarking: while
bans on most textile Imports have been recently lifted, In January 1998, new
excessive technical certification (quality control) requirements and difficult, costly
marking requirements (for example, name of Importer must appear on every 30
meters of fabric) for imported textile products (which FTZ and domestic suppliers
are exempt from) now act as de facto Import bans. Numerous export and
domestic Industry subsidies. Corruption, Including bribe taking and kick-backs at
many levels of government, is a major problem. IPR problems.

EU Import restrictions: quota system In place, being progressively phased oorby Jan.
1, 2005.

India import restrictions: bans and/or restrictions on the importation of most textile and
all apparel products; discriminatory and non-transparent licensing procedures.
Customs: complex, difficult and time consuming customs clearance and valuation
procedures. Tariff unpredictability: arbitrary customs valuation procedures
(calculation may be based on,'ike" products made in India); "special additional



Non-Tariff Barriers " " , '
duty of 8% Imposed in 1998 (later reduced to 4%); "special customs duty, of 5%
imposed in 1997 and 1% "Cess" tax plus a 15% surcharge on eome textile articles.
(Note: India continues to claim "balance of. payment" exemptions despite multiple
WTO rulings against their use) Additional taxes: some "duties" Imposed on
imports by state governments. Standards/inspections/licensng: extremely difficult
and costly marking requirements (12 specific requirements, including
specifications regarding the Color of the inks used and font size). Numerous
export and domestic industry subsidies; in 1999, India announced a $5 billion
Textile Modernization Program. IPR problems. Corruption, Including bribe taking
and kIck-backs at many levels of government, Is a major problem.

Indonesia Customs: long delays and corruption. Add on taxes: Import "deposits" required;

JapaVAT and luxury taxes totaling 45% on textile/apparel products collected from
Imported but often not from domestically produced goods. Import restrictions:
regulations concerning distribution system favors local manufacturers; also

numerous anti-competitive business practices Including tax Incentives and
subsidized lending). Export subsidies. Tariff unpredictability: Individual tariffs are
subject to sudden changes. Ranked by Transparency Intemational as one of the
most corrupt counties In the world: corruption, including bribe taking and kick-
backs at many levels of government, Is endemic.

Japan Standards/inspections/marking: complex technical barbers (quality, certification
and labeling requirements). Import restrictions: distribution system gives
taxferences to Japanese companies; also, ant-competitive business practices
(part. horizontal and vertical business groupings.)

Korea Import restrictions: widespread anti-competitive business and distribution practices
('chaebols/busness cartels); also, quotas on some textile products. Customs:
procedures are time consuming and subject to change; clearance times doubled
and tripled during "anti-importo campaign in 1996. Import financing restricted by
burdensome payment terms. Standards/inspections/marking: expensive and
difficult marking rules. Add-on taxes: special consumption tax and an education
tax are applied on carpet imports, raising effective rate to almost 50%. Corruption,

including bribe taking and kick-backs at many levels of government, is a major
problem.

Malaysia Numerous export subsidies and tax incentives. IPR problems. Import restrictions:
anti-competitive business practices.

Mauritius Numerous export subsidies. Customs: non-transparent customs regulations.
Corruption, Including bribe taking and kick-backs, Is a problem.

-Morocco Add-on taxes: fiscal levy (Introduced In 1998 at 12.5%, later Increased to 15%),
.... which was Introduced in 1998 (the levy ostensibly combined a special import tax

and customs stamps nd the new duty level exceeds the two taxes.) Tariff
unpredictability: use of minimum Import price lists for textile and apparel products.
Corruption including bribe taking and k %ck-backs, Is a problem.Pakistan Import restrictions: many textile and apparel products on the "negative" or
restricted Import lists - even when Importable, products may only be Imported by
companies that export other goods. Export subsidies (part. cotton subsidies).
Customs: complex and time consuming customs procedures. Tariff
unpredictability: customs valuation and classification problems. Add-on taxes:
12.5% sales tax and advance Income tax (5%)applied to Imports only. IPR _
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problems. Ranked by Transparency International as one of the most corrupt
countries in the world: corruption, Including bribe taking and kick-backs at many
levels of government, Is endemic.
Customs: customs corruption, cumbersome customs clearance procedures.
Numerous export subsidies. IPR problems. Tariff unpredictability: arbitrary
customs valuations; also, rates on 600 textile tariff lines increased by 5% In 1999.
Corruption, including bribe taking and kick-backs at many levels of government, is
a major problem.
Customs delays; reference pricing for some items; complex customs procedures.
IPR problems. Corruption, Including bribe taking and kick-backs, is a problem.
Tariff unpredictability: following accession to the WTO, Romania Increased its
applied tariff rates by 80 - 100% forfabrics and home furnishings; also In 1998,
Romania Introduced a general 8% Import surcharge, citing "Balunce of Payment"
protocols; also, widespread and arbitrary use of "temporary" tariff exemptions for
some products and some Importers to benefit large state enterprises; use of
minimum Import prices for some textile and apparel products. Corruption,
Including bribe taking and kick-backs at many levels of government, Is a major
problem. IPR problems.
Customs: difficult, non-transparent and cumbersome customs rules' and

procedures (54 paragraph customs freight declaration required for each shipment);
misclassification and arbitrary cLus(oms valuations. Tariff unpredictability: tariffs on
textile products Increased twice since 1995; use of specific duties for carpets and
garments can cause tariffs to reach 100% - 400%.
Standards/inspections/marking: difficult marking requirements; non-transparent
quality control requirements (mandatory pre-market certification of textile and
apparel Imports) and certification ("certificate of conformity") requirements.
Corruption and absence of the rule of law. Ranked as one of the most corrupt
countries in the world: corruption, including bribe taking and kick-backs at many
levels of government, is endemic. IPR problems.
Tariff unpredictability: customs valuations; specific duties imposed in 1996. Export
subsidies. IPR problems.
Export subsidies. Add-on taxes: special Import taxes. Tariff unpredictability: may
use specific duties.
Numerous export subsidies. IPR problems.
Tariff unpredictability: arbitrary customs valuations. Customs: corruption;
excessive documentation requirements. Import restrictions: some products
require non-automatic import licenses. Numerous export subsidies. IPR
problems. Corruption, including bribe taking and kick-backs at many levels of
oovemment, is a major problem.



I Non-Tariff Bariem
Ukraine Tariff unpredictability: frequent tariff changes which target specific imported

products; also may use of seasonal taxes." Customs: burdensome and time
consuming and customs procedures. Add-on taxes: in some cases, additional
VAT tax may be applied only on Imported products.
Standardsinspection/marking: difficult, non-transparent and expensive certification
procedures; non-Ukrainian certificates with equivalent standards not allowed. IPR
problems. Ranked by Transparency International as one of the most corrupt
countries in the world: corruption, including bribe taking and kick-backs at many
levels of government, Is endemic.

Uruguay Tariff unpredictability: use of minimum import prices to determine duties: use of
'Minimum Export Price Regime" wherein Importers are charged the difference
between the Invoice price and the MEP reference prices; also, Imposition of
"Specific Internal Tax" (In addition to VAT) which is based on reference price lists
rather than the actual value. IPR problems.

Vietnam Tariff unpredictability: frequent tariff changes and use of minimum Import prices.
IPR problems. Import restrictions: textile and apparel Imports regulated by
Ministry of Trade; also, co obumer goods imports have global quota of 20% of
export revenue. Add-on taxes: decreases in tariff rates have been offset by
Increases in excise taxes. Ranked by Transparency International as one of the
most corrupt countries In the world: corruption, Including bribe taking and kick-

..... backs at many levels of government, is endemic.
United Quota system in place (10% of quotas filled in 1998). NOTE: U.S. will not have
States (as a city non-tariff barriers after Jan. 1, 2005, consistent with the Agreement on
baseline) Textiles and Clothing of the WTO.

Current Curreny'Levl.IW'l :.la Crisls Countrla'
Indonesia . 70% below pre-1997 levels.
Korea 50% below pre-1997 levels.
Malaysia 50% below pre-1997 levels.
Pakistan 30% below pre-1997 levels.
Philippines 50% below pre-1997 levels.
Thailand 60% below pre-1997 levels.

WTO Textile and Apparl T jffBdIn (at end of phas4n perod, typcally ten years)
Bangladesh Bound at 200%
Korea Bound at 13% to 35%
Philippines (37% of all tariff lines bound; extent of textile and apparel bindings unknown)
South Africa Tariffs bound but at both ad valorem and specific duty rates.
Argentina Bound at 35%; note: the Imposition of specific duties has caused actual rates for

..some products to exceed the 35% tariff binding.
Brazil Bound at 35%; note: the Imposition of specific duties has caused actual rates for

I some products to exceed the 35% tariff binding.

worucy devs kaon w binonns n purple on, Vy are V weno W o acouM In doWnts noun" plosment'an f h e



IWTO Textile and Anomrl Tariff Blndlnas tat end of ohase-in oriod lcallv ten vars|
China Not a WTO member: tariffs not bound
Malaysia (Bound 65% of its harmonized tariff lines; extent of textile and apparel binding

unknown.)
Pakistan N/a
Australia Some textile and apparel lines unbound.
India Many yams and fabrics bound at 20-40%; most home furnishings, apparel and

many textile items remain unbound.
Morocco Bound at 40%.
Chile Bound at 25%.
Uruguay Bound at 35%.
Vietnam Not a WTO member: no tariff offer made. Note: U.S. and Vietnam have initialed

but not yet signed a bilateral trade agreement and have not yet negotiated a
textile and apparel bilateral.

Romania Most tariffs bound at 35%.

Note: country names in italics indicate the country is applying for admission to the WTO.

Sources: "1999 National Trade Estimate Report on Foreign Trade Barriers," USTR; "Market Access Study to Identify
Trade Barriers Affecting the EU Textiles Industry In Certain Third Country Markets," EU Commission, 1999; "The Market for
U.S. Cotton Textile and Apparel Products In India," Economic Consulting Services, 1998; 'The Market for U.S. Cotton
Textile Products In Indonesia," Economic Consulting Services, 1998; "The Market for U.S. Cotton Textile Products in the
Philippines," Economic Consulting Services, 1998; Werner Infotex Trade Database; numerous reports for the Trade Policy
Review Body of the WTO (199W-1999) and the European Commission Market Access Sectoral and Trade Barriers
Database, 1999; "Corruption Perceptions index", Transparency International, 1999.

V. 4B (3-Nov-99)
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Septembar22. 19"

Ambassador Chahw BuaheAky
United Stat Trae Represe m/ve
600 17th Str", NW
Washing, DC 20508

DarAmb-dor Bmh&W

The cosmetics ndustty associsons of the United States .The Cosmetic,
To0,t(Y# and Fr498nc Assoelon)J the EupM Unekn (The European
Cosmetic Toiletry and Perhmay Association) and lapan (The japan Cosmetic
IndustrYAsocation) wish to notify the gov=meuts of the United 4ates,

wumoe, and Japan oftheir spor for ector liberalzation dfos su'h as the
Accelerated Tariff LbalLadon (ATL) initiative in the new World Trade
Organizn"lb (WTO) round. Further, we ask that cosmetics, toiletries, and

gA=Nces, which ar within the chemicals swor, be the subject of an agreeme
for maximum liberaliza:tiou - either zero for zero or a similarly ambitious tari3dlsmatonprogra.

Ou: indus'a products am conducted in Chapter 33 of he Harmonized
System and wem lAcluded in the Urugusy Ro=d's Chemical Tariff
Haraonizafion Asreement (CTKA), which saves a the basis for the ATL
chemicals sector initiative. There ame cuentlyjust ovea 30 countries that have
signed the CTHEA The AT, Intative Is designed to encourage more countrics
to bdqg there tariffl in He with ts agremem. The proposal calls for tariffs or
products closed in Chpter 33 to be ducid to 6.5 by 2001 lfthe currently
applied rate is 10% or below, and by 2004 if cmmdy above 10%.

We troSny sport efforts to Ceve agre mt on the ATL initiative as a nea
tam "delivble" for the nstw round. It Is impont to show progress as early
as the November Ministrial in Seattle amd thm consistently thrafter. Ifgloba.
Industry sectors such as ous are prpamd to commit to full mrae libealiation
then the mechanism should be available in the negotlating agenda to conclude ar
agreement even Ifimplemanted on a provisional basis.



"Win fti framework the industry seeks an expansion oflthe zum.fbr-zcro Initiaiv, on cosmetics that
WAS aChieVed during th Urusuay Roim& As a result of tha apeament, the US, EU. and Japan ure
among thOSe cunries who hav elimfnate rUMf mn cosmetics products. We hops to expand this
initia&i n the new round to include nmy mom coutmics and ecoumpg US. EU and Japane
negotiators to table ajolitpropoal to elimnat sarl n cosmetic early in the now round. Apecment
on the AI'L and a subsidiary =ofor.zeinitiatve for cozzuetics would provide important new expor.
marks for nianuftcturm in the US, BU. Japan and indeed all participating counties.

Respectl.lyt

Z. Edward Kavanaugh
Preuidon% CTFA

Robert Vahove
General Dlr~to, COLIPA

Yoshlharu kuh8Y
Presidazat JCIA

Atachinet

Dlstribudon Lst: Wr, Kaoru Yosano, Milnster of Intcnialonal Trade and Industry, Japan
Wr Iwao, Osmoto, Dlrmoor-4neai, MnltzY Of International Trade and Induauy YA;
Wr Romano Prodi, President ofthe European Comission



CornIsulonmir C~hrs Patton
Commisaloner for Eecturnial Ruletion

Comrmisslofl Palant r
Comnrfsuiowe far Trade

Rue da Is Lai 200
0-1049 Brussels

Brusels, 20% September 19W0

Re: Wold Trade Organisation - MRllnnlum RoUnd

' ~ Doar Commissloners.

SUCOMED would Ike to axpRMs Its suport for Via new round Af wade' trade negotlaows
which wil start In Seatle lawe t year. EUC0ME Is acdv Is flasupejort for th. removal of
barriers to baide th L aebtongly favurs a oMlise Von ot trade - partlatuy wttt
respem to tariff ba ra * in odder to gnaumw: htimedaldevimswhich u owmr
manufacture are treated an equat tenim wIWn the Iltsatonai wmnvwlt.

We understand that the Rurupean Union approach to t newmond of negotiations Is
Intended to ba compreau" and to rsfeWpWori~s ames aN ewmlcd~ustey sehm
Whilst applauding this approach In generaL we believe tt ofta should not exclude the
pos*ibliy otafa~Ilng ew' inult an specifeil tathma. In faclvre beaive Ohal early rosuib
In certain sectors when taken Into aomintwMItn te frnework of a cornpreherslv round Will
accelerate the moment." In the discussions and nogaotttons.

We would therefore AMe to draw yorspecfc eUrntim to Vve Proposal made by APEC for an
Acceleratod Tar iUberelalori (AT) prgrannn In certain lay industry sectors including
medical devices. Our Induftt seto ha been supporlvg ola Imofor-zero' MIniatv In the
UruijyfRound. True 11beraflsaton by toe entire VVTO Communuity as ppoed by APEO
would not onl provide N~rther econorrie benefit but would also have sigifcnt benerht to toe
provision of healtlicare throughout the world. We would add ftht a positive conso on this
AYL. proposal in Seattle woM ld giv te4gh sigl to China which cturmndy maIntalns high
Imiffs In oW' secio.

We abongly belive that tie ATh prop s a c~nlomnaW toeacomprehensiv roud anh we
trus that you will be able to take amount et our position In fth Seatile divscusims

1 em at your &Wooc ehould you require fixthw1u'kftm~d

Mi Qe CB aker
pkWaw4enano

UP 23 IM, w'92 31 a * TO PaGS0O

62-511 00-4
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'.nmmlssion of the European Union
Sir Leon Britmn
Rue lalol 200
1049 Brumls

Brussels, 2 June, 1999

Re: Seattle round of the Mllenu V= nozotations

Dea Sir LAOn,

As the now round for muld-latcral trdd negotiations approwhcs, the European
Magazine Publishers Federation would like to return to au issue we raised with you In
1997 for the Singapore round: U papr dudes. Currently magazIno grie papers arc
still subject tn a dity of ca. 5% on entry into the F 3. Given the robust nature of the
paper market and the major concentrations which have taken plc over the past few
years, It is nu longer appropriate for the EU to apply this dity.

Lm'S, Buropan magazine paspr buyer. would liko to have more options tm the
current three paper suppliers left in Europo (of sufficient size to produce the quantities
we need). i AEP Is aware that both the US and a New Zealand led APEC duty
reduction proposal Is circulating. This aimt to forecloce corm areax of broad
consensus fur paper, wood, fishery, gems. toys, chemicals, energy, environmental
goods & services and telecuuumnications.

Given that the EU industries all stand to profit from this deal and that BU paper/Wood
duties will disappear In 2003 anyway. we urgc you to strive to obtain v-nandae from
Member States to conclude a deal in Seattle. FAEP is of the opinion that BU
Industries as a whole would benefit .igrdficantly from this, whereas the longer term
cffcut (if any short term negative is preet at all), is at wonst neutral.

FAEP member associations and publishers will be writing the responsible minister at
Member State level in support of this initiative. If we =an be of assistance In this
matter, please, fuel.free to contact us.

warft U. 54@~ ~~3I&8
*o1~I1 * IYAMU7S



ENPA

Mr. arel Van Mert
Actin S Commissioner for
Indust'
Rue de la 1.0 IL00
1049 Bruxelles

Dear Commnsloiier,

Support for the Accelerated Tariff Liberalisatlon

As a new Round of mltilateral Ird. negotiations approaches, the
European Newspaper Publishers, Anoclation which represents the
interests of tho daily press in All the EU member slates as well as in
Norway, Switzerland and Estonia would like tO btrsa its support to the
Cornnisoion for negoHations to eliminate tariff and non tariff barriers to
wood and forest products.

We have our newAprint supplies in uthId and do want free choice And
access to any supplier able to delivet good quality. We can not ae how
the elimination of trade barriers could hurt the European paper
manufacturers who have turned into robust and dominating groups.

We Support the Accelerated Tariff Liberallsation package presented by
the APEC Forum members for ratification in the World Trade
Organisation.

Our Association asks the European Union to back the Acaeleratc4 Tariff
Liberallsation pckape. We would welcome the conclusion of an
agreement at the time of the third Ministerial Cuiderence In Seattle in
November 199.

Yours sin,o y

Dr. Warner 5chrotta
President
Brussels, 30 Augst 1999
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-~ F EUROPEiAN PUBLISE1SCUNCIL~~

Mr. No"e L~amy
Comwl~a for Trad
Rtue do Ia Lai 200
0-1049 BRUSGEL.

By fax 00 32 2 298 139

29V1 September 19no

As the initiaton of a new Mund of muitlorultrade neptietiens approeh,0. Mea
Euopann Publishers Council would lIke to express Its support to #We C~lmwissIo for
nego~atuns to eliminate tarW and non Wulf bantrs an pawe prouts Thes European
Publishers Council (EPC) is a high lev" QtM'of Chlnnmn Vld CE06 of Etnpa's
loading publIshors of newsapers and magazines in Furopa. A P~si of our mambse is
attached.

The Europen Pubhenmflr Council fully vipport the tri~latre package of Acceerated
TaONf Libeflzaton (ATL) presented by the Asia.Peft Eonomic CooperelOM FoumM
(APC ) economies for rtaion In te WOMi Tlide Organidan (WrO). The ATI.
package would eliminate tariff barrers on paper products which make up a cceiskerable
percentage of out raw maweni coats. This wvould beneit tOe "Oeflietan of the
Fiiropaan publishing kvndustry, Its suppliers and European consumers, and trefore
should be concluded at the ai~est powoe tme.

The Euroan PublIshers Council asks the Europan Union to backt Me~ ATL package at
Mne WTO level In the months loding up to fte third MinisterWa conference of the WTO in
Seattle in Novoinber 1000. wit a view to concluding an agreement at ta time.

ANGOLA C MILLS
Executive Ulmet o

Chairman and CXOef1MpmwA S 0.P.S to Pak ow 04V Wi as

1100 LWbo. P~rig M +4M tV MJil@ 77?

Paz. 00 #1lJ 391 97 of
e-mailJ hvJ~rnwlLepvrmpl 1~l~~



EUROPEAN PUBLISHERS COUNCIL

MEMBERS OF TH EUROP-AN PUBUSHRS COUNCL

Chairman: Mr Francoso Balsamao, Chirman and CEO. Imprmu, Potugal

Non. President Sir Frank Rogers, Telegraph rop Ltd., UK

Members:

Mr Kj*H Aimot. CEO, Sdhbsted, Noway
Mr David DU, Chairman, Finarcial Tims Group, UK
Mr Cari-Johan Bonnier, Presdant and CEO, The Bonnier Group, Sweden
Mr Joep Bringens, Charman, VNU, Nethadedas
Mr Oscar aronner, Publsh.r & .dir In Chief, ON StandartL Austria
Dr Hubert Surda. ChaIrmn and CEO, Rurda Media, OeMn
Mr Claudia Calabi, RInoU COrneM aia Som,
Dr Carlo Coracclolo, President Editorfale L.'Eaprese, Italy
Mr Juan Luis ChMan, Consro Delsdo, El Pals (Pnsa Group) Spain
Mr Crispin Uavls, Chief Executive, Reed EWsevler, UK
Mr Alejandro Ecwverria, Chaisman, Gupo Com, Spain
Mr August A Fischer, Chief Executive, Axel SprInger Verlag, Germany
Mr Jan 0. Froeshaum, President and CEO, The Egnont Group, Denmark
Mr Liam Healy, Chief Executive, Indepondeni Newspapers PLC. Ireland
Mr Leslie Hinton, Executive Chisman, News International, UK
Mr Peter Job, Chairman, Reutrs PLC. UK
Mr Christos Lambiukis. Chairman & Cdito in Chief, Larnbralsk Pub lshing Group, Greeo
Mr Jaikko Rauramo, President, Sanoms CorMt*on, finland
Mr Gerald uw Roquemrurl, Chuirmnn and CEO. Hachette FIripsoch Praxsa Media, France
Mr Michael Ringler, President RInoler, Switzerland
The Rt. Hon. The Viscount Rothormere, Chairman, Daily Main and General Trust, UK
Mr Gord Schulte.Hten, Chief Ex"ve, Grunmer Jshr. Germany
Mr Antoine do "rtie, Chief Exocutive, Societe Ouest-France 1A., France
Mr Christian van Thillo, Chief Executive, Do Perugroep, Belgium
Mr. Morris Tabokoblat Non-Exaecutive Chairmen, Reed lsevier, Neterlands
Mr Gaston Thorn, President, Compagnie Luxomboureooino do Telediffusion, Luxembourg

Aisociate Membcro: list available on request

Executive Dirctor. Angels Mills
Pivas Relations: Holdi I mbart
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federazione nazionale
del commerciariti del legno

Rows, 21 aprl. 1999
Prot 236/9 AP/[b

TELEFAX
OUR NUMBER 06/42012236

AttnL: Hetsy Wam .
Executive Dhor Wood Products

* rternationu America Forest & Papar Assocation

Re: Yourftx ont Apri 20th, 199

*Dewr Bett,

thank you so much for your kind Yeterdas fiX.

I am haM to Iform you thAt Fedocomlegno aupp"I both wood and paVw taiff
eflilnatlon

.sm



FORTHCOMING WEO MULTILATERAL NEGOTIATIONS
MILLENNIUM OUND

ORGALIME POSITION PAPER

4 August 1999

Orgalime represet the rnca ical, clod"jal electronic and motalwodidng inzies in 16
European countries. It has 25 member federation which together group about 100,000 companies.
Ths iusfty as a whole recorded sals of about 872 billion Eur in 1998, and is tu Om largest
industrial branch in d thEuopun Union.
The European engine=ing industries eqvorted pos outside the EU FA valued at 205 billion
Buro, Which is about 23% of its production.

Introduction

The European Union is calling fcr a now round of WTO negotiations by the year 2000. Orgalime
supports this obJetive as it provides a rose of libeson appaches, which should be urgendy
pursued and put into morft term. This also incua th TBT agr meant, which is very frnportazt
to the EU enginming industry. However te at also a range of now mari that should be
regulated by the WTO e.g. the matt= of tr e and inveatmem

Orgaline does not regad a new round of negotiations as an obstacle to the cocluion of fIinher
hbeston agreements plating to qxeoa w ,m. Ifsuch agemen smm possIle for particular
aas6 these can be negotiated and ageed in pearl to a comprehensive round of negotiatimL

Orgalin is stngly opposed to Arepol ion of WTO nTrade mat should not
be coupled with ma=tstelating to human rishs, envirormea and soci quaions if his obstruct
the libeusaim prooes

......................... Q.,ft-



he Orealirne posfItoas I,, detail

1. Now W"O round of negotiations Is necelary

The importance of foreign trade to the ELY e glncing industry has inceased considembly in
the past years. The proportion of production exported has increased from 15 per cent in
1988 to 23 pr cent in 1998. The importance of foreign suppl rs on the domestic maret
has also increased to a sirnilar ct.
This development has only been possible because of the simnultaneus removal of world-
wide trade barriers within GATI" and later the WTO on a multilatal level
At the start of GATT activities, the average tariff rate for industad products was 40 per
cent, which has now been reduced to 3.8 per cent Since the Tokyo round of negotiations
(1973 - 79), the rcrnoval of non-tariff trade barrs has also been on the agenda of
multilateral liberation. The BU i i industry vigorously supports the contination
of t h eraltion efforts within the WTO. We therefore also uu vey support the
efforts for a new extensive WTO round of negotiations For the engineering industry, further
libezalisation of the agricultural and textile trade, which for a long time have not ben
coved by GATT regulations, is of intestas it helps to avoid trade conflicts in these areas
which may affect industrial goods.

2. Market access

2 a. Tariffs: Liberalsaton relating to specific sectors must be possible In parallel to the
WTO round of negotiation

The most irporn stage of liba ion for the EU engineering industry outside the GATT
or WTO round of negotiations was the conclusion of the Information Technology
Agreement in 1996. In this, ft was agreed to rdic the tarif for information technology
products to zero by the year 2000.

Orgalime zak for rapid application of the ITA I by non-members, e.g. Latin America and
by those countries benefiting from transitional a em ts, e.g. India and Korea.
Negotiations for an extension of the range of products covered, referred to as ITA IL have
encountered diiulie.
Regardless of this, the ITA can still save as a model for other areas, such as energy and
envimrnmeit technology. From the Orgalime point of view, multilateral reduction of tarif to
zew for specific products (zero duty agreements) is an important instrument in contiuing
Wlisation. Agreencats to reduce tarif of specific sctors is also possible witb a new
WTO round of negotiations, as shown in medical twhoology. Widin the fiemwotk of the
Uruguay mund of GAIT nagotatios, wodd-wide tariff reductions wem agreed which led
to the complete remwal of tarif for most tclmical medical applima by 1.1.1999. It is
indport h such an agremen for a specie sector can also be agreed in pazllel with 1he



3
new T rowu of neg mu provided tat the most 1oo-vn Wo member states in
&0 relevant scatm spre on thna .mow-
Tariff reductions buld dot be replaced by measue with uusIat effect e.& internal
taxes, port auhority taxw, etc.
Elsewhee WTO parties should mnak every effort to arrive at a situation where all tarif are
bound at rates below those which ar cuntly applied.
Peak tarfs:
Orgaline is concerned about hIgh peak tM in third countries. This problem should be
addressed Orplime &0cs for a reduction oftariff peaks to an absolute tmd of 15 %.
The tariff band approach proposed by tho Commission is not satisfactory, as, for a given
product, the tariff difl c might reach up to 20%.

2 b. Liberallsatlon must also continue in the service sector

The EU n industry is intoensed in a condming -beralisaton in ta service sector.
Orgalim strongly requests that tfther service agreements in specific sectors within OATS
should be concluded. However, the implementation of the OATS agreement already
reached wift a specified period must be systnaticafly nitord Commitm olt should be
taken and enforced at the sub-national and sub-federal level

2 c. TBT agreement must be put Into concrete terms

Tcchlical barriers to trade such as standards and certification requirtma s have an
important impact on the EU n&een industry. In Orgalime's view, the wVrO-TDT
agrnment has proved powerless sin it was concluded as it does not contain any concrete
implerrtenitaon obligations. The Trienial Review shows that too many WTO membms ar
faln to apply inzurtonal sandrs and are opersig diffent confomity assessment
schemes. As a nul barzies to trade have been maintained or crated which the TBT
AS ree nt has been unable to prevent.

Every effort during the Miernmium Pound ngotidaons mst be made both to encourage
signatory states to use international stmdards lie ISO and JEC and to explore further the
poss ,ities for nosin di widely differing forms ofconformity Lasmmt At the same
time, negotiate should seek general agreemait for the concept of the "Supplier's
declaration of Conformityr.

rogres in ths ares would greatly impW i aR dein engineering goods.

2 d. LlberaUsatlon of Government Procurement must be extended to more countries

Org nmo bieveis thda the cross-fonti aspec of govemet h should be
better related within to WTM. Tho phlaterl Govenm t Pc t Agrcent'
((PA) which pwv for Ihe arement of bilateal maket iaccss contacs b"w GPA



contractual ptM regulates Oee in too muh dfal and Is itwfore wmtsble for
pMUadlng othe stMa to join te GPM.
Orgalime r ua that the wlrO shold rapidly eate an agreemnt valid for all WTO
contractal parties, which above all offers grerte trnspny when placing public sector
ordes. Within the hineork of greater , odr mAM (e.g. regulations to
combat coruption) could be negotiated which should be in=oorat Into the WTO. Also
the problem of having differing concepts of the public sector between Europe and the US
needs to be overcome. A WTO working group is already dealing with the subject of
Government Procurement and their proposal should be developed Ather.

3. Trade Facilitation

Otgalime welcomes all proposals which the Comunity will mal to father Awili trade.
Of particular inportance to SMs are those neamsrm which will
* simplify trade and transport oumtation and data on the basis of intmational

stand d
Sprgressively modamis customs tW.bniquy and

i introduce automation and EDI to replace documentation on paper.

4. Contractual implementation of the TRIP obligations Is necessary

A very Imporn outcome of the Uruguay round of negotiations for the EU engineering
industry was the conclusion of the TRIP agreement. This put the numous agreements for
the protection of intellectual propety on a uniform basis. With the integation of this matt r
into the WTO, the dispute procedure takes effect which repemts an important step
forward. The contractual implementation ofigreemzs reached should be a priority for the
corIng ya

A tnsitional pdod up uatil the yea 2M or even up to 2006 has ben applied to
developing county These periods, which uuv already very long, should be respected.
Rnwed discussion of the inplarnuwon date would stand In the way of strengtheningeconomic relations and be dermeatal to developihg comtreL. More spificaly, Orgaltme
asks for the rpel ofthe US "frt to inve system

S. International competition rules are desirable

Orgalio believe t multiatual copettion nd are welcome if1hey cmn to greae
legal cetainty ad ts to an impoved world.wide a gcesDllty of marke. In ti regard,
even m complicaed procedlm with an even lawgm nmuuer of caxte offices should be
avoided at l cos. Intenonal rul on ompeti cc oy smpl matea for
cn= a ifat fte wsa time natiomld catel aw and tionpossbltea = hamonise l in
Uese ofdMing desis



-OvmAil Orgpllme is covinced tht lnmfatlofal ompetitio rules hel to Wmgdma the
ablty of all compnie to Comp"t so fut in 1Ii~no politically motivaed Inustrial decisions,
on a national level, which irn directed against td =lgncmetior cam be avoided whanevs
possible.

6. Antidumplng regulations must be based on clear criteria

Clear anti-dumping rules are needed in order to on that they ar ftaqpeed and applied
in the same way by all vrr mrembas.

There have, of course, becn world-wide hamnoised ant-dumping regulations sin the
conclusion of the Uruguay round of OATr negoiatlonL Temporary deogations, epally
for the USA, wil run out by the yea 2000 which will man alln mmbes will have to
comply A with eir obligatons.

When rv' the WTO intmping laws, consideraon should be given to iziuding ah
les rate of duty i.e. tde applicadon of the lesser of either the dumping margin or the injuy
margin, as well as. in the case of a review of antidumping measures, th application of a
uniform "do ini" duping margin of 2O/

The WTO makes the imposition of antidumnping measures dqendent on the fulfilment of
tr cumulative conditions: dumping damaA and causal.

The need for the above three conditions is undispuaL However, the Commission has stated
that in dealmg with complaints against dumped products, it will also refer to "community

Whilset this approach is based on esntally economic facto the Commission should resist
the femptafion to allow political consideamons systematically to determine Whether or not
ant-dumping action is taken Unfair practice should be =xcione.

Orgalime n m sthelem mognis tha a crn fibIity of appmach might be aporiate
in special cass- if t= am no objections hfln the affbtd Europeen ind The
Commisson has listed a wide rnge of "intemsted parties" wbh should be consulted but
prfrence khoild be given to those dirwy Involved and sufficient r~ swmtiv i

Orgalime beliem tt mnfidamping ruln hamonised, on a world-wide bWs should be seen
cklsvely as a protection against unfair trf pracices end deductive competion. Tho

h*sruent is necssry as long as b"e is stil no Irstmadmuol legislation on =qpeddmo
sett out clear fhuewoik conditions for wokable compedtom -diUWM8 law should
not be used as a mm ofpu ing political, economic and industrial objects
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7. Trade and Investment Is an ImpotW a n f or WrIO

Foreign trade is inaalnl fane and p4VwWc by Invostnwat in growth ammu Even
aualCOMPEni0 &M EU MltI m b "srysvnWsa up M ,I11bd ink
Central and FAsA= umpe ad Asia A lare nlmba of bilataul kntmcat protection
apeeciets do w*st bt thms is no mfan basis
Orgallmo *thaefr hvow die IzcpoztIo Of do0 Mnor- of knwmesd pvtction wthin
the WTO. The pdndple of wu~dleteru libmllsl in fiteign tude naonal flubilatt
should also apply to finvolltMMns
The reult of Uio TRIM-woddng gnop ftmn dho Unwguay round of negotiabmos can be
developed flzrthw in this rogerdL

8. Chba and lRazsea muot Join the Wro and Implement all WTO obligation

The V/TO now has 13S cootract states; howeam, theme we St iImportan wotld ta
partner who ame no maes, In patiada, Orgaline is of the opinion thad Russia and
China should be acceped as WTO m aub states ais soon as possible. However, the new
members shuld be roquit tm nplemicw all WTO doblgtons in thir own country within
the forryseeable foUm

9. No politicsatton of trade policy

An irportm reaso for te sucomddi runoval of tariff banriers in the previous decade was
the balancing of sbnially diffii com~vlal intes within OAfl.'r Thncusion of
political criteria such au human digAs aiitmi=i and social standards which themslves
represent Importan political objectives should not halt or even impede the progr=s of the

libaliaon pwoc. The definition of social sandards should however rornaln the
responsibility ofthlrtmaloa LabourCgn~ain



SUMMARY OF oRGALUII'S VIEWS

Orgliro. welcome a now round of WTO -e tAtioon

Tariff llboralti should be pu4 din #W&ca tsin paralelwith dhe nw tound

Liberalimaton of the services scaor *bould contiue. Coinmitmernz must be Ir nprted at both
nadon&l and local levels.

The TBT agreeniert shm, be revisc4 clestly define peroadon obligatons should be
include&. The use of intunalionAl uiandm*d must coinaue to be promoted and fth possibailities for
hamoniftngthe difto ngfomis ofonfocrky asmrsat oqlae.

An agremenu is requfrer on govermait -cu -I -ihCOVers all WTO slgnatoiy stasug~
which offern greater 0rin -a.wo tha at present

Every effort should be made to simpli1t and moderuiso trade procedures and practice.

BIpenaion of the TRIP obltions is vitaL

International, competition rules ame neeuy.

Anti-dunnping rules hamnonise1 on a wodd-wide basis should be used ortelusively as a protetion
against unfair trade practices.

The new round should include negoiation on trae and investmeri.

Both Ciln and Russia shuld be accepted as WTO wem wsa as soon as possible.

.The bincusion of political afteia such as unman miHt,,en'wmmicewt. should not hampcr progress
twWrds tmtha liberlintid



Inff ENA7ONAL
COUNCIL OF
ChEMCAL,OeAssoc wlo s

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY STRONGLY SUPPORTS
NEW TRADE ROUND, TARIFF ELIMAOCN

Geneva, Switzeriand, June 23 - Leading chemical trade associations today expressed strong support for a
now round of multilateral negotiations in the World Trade Organization (WTO), including the elimination
of all chemical tariffs by all WTO members.

The International Council of Chemical Associations (ICCA) meeting in Geneva, urged that alU chemical
tariffs without exception be eliminated by AU WTO members. The group proposed a phased approach to
tariff elimination, according to the level of existing tariffs. Furthermore, ICCA called for elimination of
non-tariff measures, such as import licensing, quotas, dual pricing and trigger price mechanisms, and
discriminatory standards.

ICCA said the new round should build on sectoral and regional trade liberalization undertaken since the end of
the Uruguay Round, and stressed that final results of all negotiations must be adopted in their entirety by each
VTO member. ICCA also expressed its strong support for the WTO as an instituion, and welcomes the
accession of new memnhers to the WTO provided these countries adopt all the agreements required for entry to
the organization.

The ICCA hopes that the period leading up to the start of the new round will provide an opportunity to
broaden tariff harmonization for chemicals through expanded product and country coverage of the
Chemical Tariff Harmonization Agreement, or through other mechanisms which achieve at least the same
results.

In addition, the ICCA called for the establishment of a global, balanced and beneficial investment regime for all
members of the WIO. The group advocated VTO rles for trade facilitation, supported current WTO
disciplines for anti-dumping, and sought full implementation of the existing TRIPs agreement on intellectual
property. ICCA urged clarification of the relationship between multilateral environmental agreements and
WTO rules.

World chemical industry production exceeds US$1.6 trillion Annually and almost 30% of this production is raded
internationally. Within global trade in ma cr world trade in chemicals is second only to automobiles far outpacing
computers and related technology in third place. The antonal Council of Chemical Associatio s (ICCA) represents
almost 80%/ of the world's chemical production. It is a coaiton of the following chemical bxiuty trade atocltions:

Asoclacl6n Naclonal do la Industia Qulmica (ANIQ) [Mexico]
Canadian Cheml Producen' Association (CCPA)
Chemical Manufturer Association (CMA) [USA)

Conselho das Inddstrias Qubuicas do Mercosul (CIQUIM) [Argentina and Brazil]
european Chemical Industry Council (CPIC)
Jaa Chemical Industry Association (JCIA)

Now Zealand Chemical Industry Council (NZCIC)
Plastics and Chemicals Industry Association (PACIA) [Australia]

Media contacts: Jeff Van, +1703-741-4802
Kathleen Ambrose, +1/703-741-5920 (after June 28)

CounL Swtary:
PRD CRcKL Am= M8 2L .17-T3-741-5100 Fbx 1-70347414M08130 M OO B d, Argrqt^ VA 22209US
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INThRNA2TONAL
Position on c OUNCIL op

CHWMCAL
ASSOCL47ONS

Tariffs Neotiating Objectives

Juno 22, 1999

World chemical industry production exceeds US$1.6 trillion annually and almost 30% of this production is
traded Internationally. Within global trade in manufactuin& world trade Ichemicals,is second only to
automobiles, far outpacing computers and related technology in third place.

The International Council of Chemical Associations (ICCA) is an organization of leading trade
associations representing almost 80% of chemical manufacturers worldwide. ICCA members include:
Conselho das Associages da Inddstria Quimica do Mercosul (CIQUIM) [representing Argentina and
Brazil], the European Chemical Industry Council (CEFIC), the Japan Chemical Industry Association
(JCIA), Asociacl6n Nacional do [a Industria Quimica (ANIQ) [representing MexicoJ, Canadian
Chemical Producers' Association (CCPA), and Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA)
(representing the USA], the New Zealand Chemical Industry Council (NZCIC), and the Plastics and
Chemical Industry Association (PACIA) (representing Australia.

Introductton

A separate ICCA Statement on Market Access identifies a number of options for achieving trade
liberalization through tariff elimination including regional, bilateral and subsectoral initiatives. This
paper addresses trade liberalizatio: in the context of a new round of multilateral trade negotiations.

Regional trade agreements are proliferating around the globe so that many countries are working toward
free trade through the elimination of tariffs and non-tariff measures with their individual trading partners.
The end result is that by 2010, the majority of chemical trade throughout the world will experience 1.p"atly
reduced tariff rates compared to those that existed in the mid-1990s.

Fair and full market access to all world markets is the major objective for the chemical Industry in a new
round of WTO negotiations. Elimination of tariffs-and non-tariff measures Is one element of achieving
this objective. Industry will also bb looking for ways to work with the WTO negotiators to ensure that
once barriers to market access are eliminated they cannot be re-introduced or replaced by new barriers.
ICCA looks to the Seattle ministerial meeting to initiate further progress on multilateral tariff reduction,
ultimately leading to tariffs elimination in a new round.

StAtement of Prindcle on Tarifft Negotiations

ICCA is committed to free trade through eliminaton of all tariffs and Identified non-tariff measures
worldwide on condition that all WTO members and all chemicals are included. ICCA believes that overall
chemical tariff elimination must be part of a final WTO package and that all VTO members must accept
and implement all agreements resulting from the negotiations, including the chemical tariffs results.

ANIQ has taken a reservatioa on the portion of this position addresses "Accelerated elimination of chemicals
tariffs n specific ub-suctor"

FRWSAIC Lb W R 1300 W fson 8dt, n VA 2209 USA M- +I.7O3.741.3100 p= *1.703.41-6086



_Morover, because chemicals are a key input sector to most other manufacturing sectors, significant
overall market acces improvements should be achieved in a new round4

In the interest of achieving a balanced and equitable agreement, the tariff elimination agreement should

Include provisions for lesser-developed countries (LDCs) to have longer phasing periods.

Detailed Position on Tar1I Nnotlations

ICCA believes that overall chemical tariff elimination by all WTO members can be achieved in
accordance with the following principles:

Expand Chgmical Tariff Harmonization: ICCA believes that a broad-based round of tariff negotiations
and the period leading up to that round provide an opportunity to broaden tariff harmonization for
chemicals, beyond what was achieved in the Uruguay Round, through expanded product and country
coverage of the Chemical Tariff Harmonization Agreement (CTIA)' or other mechanisms that achieve at
least the same tariff harmonization results.

Accelerated elimination of chemic! tariffS in sneclflc sub-sector: Accelerated reduction of tariff
levels below the CTIHA rates, including total elimination of tariffs, is a viable goal in certain sub-sectors
or for specific products and should be supported by negotiators whenever there is agreement on such a
goal. Any such initiative does not detract from the ICCA objective of overall chemical tariff elimination.
However, accelerated elimination must not detract from the requirement that all WT members
implement all r suits of the negotiations at the end f the round.

Full ellminatIon of all chemical tariffs: ICCA advocates that all chemical tariffs without exception be
eliminated by all VTO members, with appropriate phasing.

For CTHA signatories, phasing of tariff elimination should not exceed five years. For VTO members
that are not CTHA signatories, phasing of tariffs elimination should be:

* 5 equal steps, over a maximum of 5 years, for tariffs of 6.5% or less;
* 7 equal steps, over a maximum of 7 years, for tariffs over 6.5%, up to and Including 15%; and,
* 10 equal steps, over a maximum of 10 years, for tariffs over 15%.

There must be no exception to product coverage for final tariff elimination; however, for LrM, phasing
periods longer than 10 years may be negotiated.

Base Rates/CommenceMenitj Both accession to the current CTHA and tariff elimination should begin
from currently applied rate. Overall i'ariff reductions below CTHA levels would only commence if all
WTO members commit to tariff elimin atlon.

Stailng and Binding of Tariffs Reductions: The ICCA recognizes that WTO members whose currently
applied tariff rateb are high may need time to phase them out In stages. We endorse reasonable flexible
phasing regimes for tariff harmonization that will take dissimilar tariff rates Into account Similarly, In
moving to full tariff elimination, the 10-year phasing for higher tariffs is designed to recognize that longer
phasing may be necessary for import-sensitive products, and, as stated above, for LDCs, longer phasing

* The following couiMes are particiats in the CIA as of Januay I, 1999: Australia (de facto); Bulgaria;
Canada; Czech Republic; Bcuadc, Eu-opean Union (15); Hong Kong, Japan; Korea, Mongolia; Now Zealand (do
facto); Norway- Panama; Qatar; Singapore; Slovakia; Switzerland; United Arab Emlrates; United States of America.
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Dr. J4c0 agai FOA

To: Sir Leon Britten, Eswrosl Trade Coniiisiciner
Frumt Dr. Jack Ogticn

Date, 3AOiuoe 1999

Dear Sir Leon.
WTO MuhI'Lultral Negotluiit~ln

Accelcruted TWTl Litwralluutlon (ATL) Packatge

CIBJIN the Ic nternationlh~ Jewcry Confeteration and reprosenta more than 20 Countries, Including most of
Europe und A132C memcibers including Americo, China. Hong Kong, Thailand, Japan and Auitralia.
At thea annual CIBJO Congrc~s in Bern in May. CIDJO passed the following resoiutinn:

C1111O stronglly gupporta the removal of all bardors to the fret global trade ofjcwcllery/prccious metal unticies, including customsi. taritf haniers an~d noui-tariff barr iers.
Further that this dovetopinem should take place us soon ats possible, on equal terms.

CIDIOC) cpresse its support for the mnulti-lacrol package of Accelerated Taiff Libetalisotion (ATh)prescntcd by the AZJM.Pacifle 1conorliv* Co~peration (APEC) countries for conideortion by theo WorldTrade Organisatlon (WTO). Thia package would set in motion tariff reductions among WFO signatory
countries, ventually reulting IAi the elimwinotln oft tariffa on tredo In eight sectors including the Jewellary
industry. We djo however trust that A7L. cun, bo agreed wit due regard to any onvlronmcntal and
employment eaploilon issues tht might arie withi en expansion In world trade.I
Although tIMfs , jewelay are relatsively low in soma markcta. other countries In the world still Impose!high duties on our products an4/or tmw tnijei. In order to, ro~nain cornpentive, our Industry gealsreductions In tuMt ad nnn-wuif( barriers to rade. Signn the AT. package to launch thN Millennium
Round Ua a unique and inportant oppmrunity to Inject the energy, enthusiasm and commnittment ncede4l
among WMO membore to stemn protectionism and achieve a suauca~ful round of negotiations.
Ini xuInwy, CIBJO fully eniioraca the ACeCIVd Tariff Uberalisation (AT.) packaget tabled by the AI1BC
countries at the WTQ. We urge you to support the ATL package.

U 51 rely .

Orea den
Sac tus enerel



THE TIMBER TRADE FEDERATION
The Voice of the imber Induagy

4 June lggg

The Rt Hron 1rLeon Bfftn Q
External Relatio Conunaisslone
European Commfslon
Ruo do la La 200
1049 Orumls
BELGIUM

Dear Sir Leon

FOREST PRODUCT TARIFF RUMINATION IN THE WTO

The Timber Trade Federation Is the United Kingdom's lead body for the forest
products sectur wili Unt exception of pulp and paper. Its remember, who we
represent, are ,obectlvely responsible for about 00% of all such products In this
county.

With the approach of the now round of multilateral tde negotiations due to take
place in Seattle at thO end ot November It Is timely for us to express our support to
the Commission during then negotdallons for the elimination of tariffs on our
products.

;n tho Uruguay round ft EU tablod an offer to go to zor tariff on wood good.
between 2002 and 2004 relative to the APEC area. which I understand was only
wtthdrawn when Japanese support was withdrawn. I now understand that the
prospect oftoblning Japanese upport fnr this move appears mnm prmising.

We feel that the Urne is now right for Um eMtkrbUon oftariffs ou us( products on a
global basis whIch we beie would siate the Cutopean tmber Industry and
aoclot In regakning market sh Io t to oth r les en.4ronmontoly fiendly product.
Moreover, we bWeve that the *mintn of wald.Wde tariff on forWst products Will
boost expofts ftnm Euroa.

Olrsclnr~enml:P 6 .Henb
€* r 4us N, @54. 7sbt 0.o.w SWMtQ.%"1Nffl WW4M.9&= es UJ Km sac MWcOw SnatWPst* GOTwA
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In concluulon it is gnmfosnt ta* Jaaklo "oi. thn highly respected Intmasibnat
conwltbVg fim, h"~ estimate that fre tae in forest products could gilemts 3.
4% add~tonal growU In consumpton world-Wde. Ofro th@ well estabhed
enrnenhd qualitis ofimnbetr, thls should be see ase apoSldv stoP tOwards the
reduction of grinhous gmmsoe-

I'aGHafle
Director General

Mr Martin Bangernann
cormissfner tor Industrial
European ComimICslon

Mr Mogens Cad
Adviser, Olretor General I
Europn Cominlon

Affairs, 11And Telecommunictions

Uxemet Relations

S~Wd ~9&ES6 X o~ wow win~ 666T4-N-9MMI'd SHMOM



TIE
PMtar Mo.sos Carl

Deputy Director General foc WTG Affair
Rtue do I& Lo 170

B-1040 Brussels

9 Aprl 1999

ACCELERATED TARIF LIBRALTSATIO9I(ATLI)
The Toy Industries of Europe' (TIE) would Ite To express its support M t he
Commision & thc I.Mleauium Round of multlateral ngot9itions In the World
Trade Organisatdon C("ro) approaches. European industry is countng on DO I, as
the EU'sWTO negotiator, to represent the European desire for free world trade. The
TIE hopes that this round will ultimately dismantle the barriers to trude faced by many
companies e:ound the world, including those of the toy sector.

The TIE fuy supports the multl-lateral package of Accelerated Tariff Liberalisation
(AT!L) presented by the AslaPacific onomic Cooperation (APEC) counties for
consideration by the World Trade Organisation (WTO). The ATL package would set
in motion triff reductions and dsmjatle non-tariff barriers among WTO signatory
countries, evnmally resulting In the eliminaion of tau[f on trade In - among seven
other sectors- the coy inust'y.

The TIE aks the European Union to back the ATL package at the WTO level In the

months Leading up to the new round of muld4ateal trad nogotlations.

Due to the prolferadon of trd dsputas in recent months, especially between the EU
and the United States, and the effe of the Asian fi=n"a ds, the TM s4 other

Suropen industry groups ar cocermed about the lack of endualum by counlries of
the world for the Pound. Alfhoush the TIE supporm th EU's objective

of negotiating an aul.acbsive .ouad, the lbedisaion benefits of a long round will
appear very distam to those sitdng at the WTO negotiate table later this year.
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TIE
Signing the ATL package as ua 'early hrvt' to the Millennium Round would help
injcM the energy and cnthuslsism needed among members to pursuc a successful, all-
inclusive round that benefits all countries df the world equally.

If You have Mny queStions, please do not hesitate to contact tr. I will be in contact
with your office in the near future to discuss this issue further.

Maurits rgi
Secremry Geneml

CC: Herve Joua&jean- Dlirector. Relation with VeTO
Karl Friedtioh Falkenberg - Multilateral Commercial Policy
IPg&cio Garcia Bercero - Multdareral Conmmercial Policy
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POSITION STATEMeNT
WTO Muld-Lats-il Negotaons

Accelerated TariffLiberallsadon (ATL) Package

I dpr IFO t
The Toy Industries of Etr"pO (TIE)' expresses its rull support for the multd-laterel package of
Accelraed TsAff Liberallsatlon (ATL) presented by the Asia-Pacific Emoomic Cooperalon(APEC) countries for consldcr.don by th World Trade Orgmlstlon (WTO), The packapwould set In motion tarlflreductons anong WTO signatory counales, eventually resulting inthe elimination oftriffa on trado In - among eight other sectors - the toy Industry.

The TIE asks the European Union to back tho ATL puoksip at the WTO level In the monthItading up to the upcoming Millennium Round of muld-latwevt trade nagoaliions,

Due to the proliferation of trade disputes In reo t months, especially between the EU sued theUnited States, and the *MotTs oftthe Asian financial orists, the TIE and other European
industry groups arc concerned about the lack ofrith|sim by countries ofthe world for the
Millennium Round. Although the TIE support. the LU's objectve of negotiating an all.Inclusive round, the lbermuszion benefits of a long roi.d will appear very disat to those
sitting at the WTO negotiating table later this year.

Signing the ATL pacutge as an 'earty harvest' to the lMillennium Round would help inject the
cnergy and enthusiasm needed among members to pursue a successful, aUl-noluslve round
that benefits all countries of the world equally.

Although tuiffs on toys are relatively low In some markets taugee by the EU toy Industsy,
most counties In the world still Impose high dudes on our pduors. For eample, Iporttariffs on toys remain at high levels In Argetduna (2327%), 13rzfl (20%), Chile (I I %).
Meico (25.3W./), and India (35%). TIE member comp n es have established stoS sales InEurope and In the US, but less d=e 9% ofthe world's chUldren ueside In those two muko t
In order to continue growing, our industry nets the EU to nagodaft rductIons on the
prohibitive tarifflevels to s around d world.

In summus'y, the TIS fully onoores the Acceleraed Tiriff Lberllsadon (ATL) package
tabled by the APEC countries at the WTO. The EU should supporth1e ATL pack e as an'early harvest' to the Millentnium Round of mulf-latar trade negot aioni as a utp ofgoodwill from die U Commissimo to ite tadlsug parmen awund the globe.
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ZVEI
Position Paper on the "Energy Sector Initiative"
In the Framework of the WTO Millennium Round

May 21, 1999

Following the far-reaching removal of tariffs as restrictions on trade within the
fields of Information technology, telecommunications and electronic components
through the Information Technology Agreement (ITA), European and American
electrical equipment Industries seek further trade liberalization. This Includes
discussion of a comprehensive free trade Initiative in the energy sector.

A general reduction of tariffs for a broad spectrum of products is of great
significance for the German electrical Industry, within the overall framework of the
WTO Millennium Round, scheduled to start in November 1999. In the WTO
Millennium Round many difficult problems must be resolved, which can delay
conclusion of a comprehensive trade agreement. Nevertheless, sectoral trade
liberalization initiatives should not be disregarded.

ZVEI welcomes for this reason the concept proposed by majnr industrial
countries to negotiate sector-speiic tariff reduction timetabas, in order to obtain
speedier implementation of tariff reduction (over a maximum period of three
years, the so-called "early harvest" approach). Following the good experience of
the Information Technology Agreement, we believe that the prospects are just as
good that American and European efforts can accomplish a worldwide
liberalization of trade in equipment for energy generation, transmission and
distribution.

The accompanying attachment is arranged in a product list, in which energy
generation, transmission and distribution electrotechnology and mechanical
engineering products are presented, as well as an annex with other products that
might be included.

Attachment [not provided]

Informal translation by
Stephen Cooney, Siemens Corporation
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Rundsohrelben AWA 1QMV

WTO: Zollfrelheit fOr don Seldor Energi"MOugung und OVertenung

,Sehr qtMfte Fmu Meysr4chOlw.
sahrgeehrW HWSn.

mit belfiegendem Positonspopler beehichtigit der ZVE1 In don 2cmmenden 'Nochen, dle
europlischen PadnerverbAnde obcr alne awischan imeemiuMn und devischen Unter-
nahmen abgestimmte ZoftenkungivInitladve zu untenichten.

Sevor wir)edoch versu&en, vmftere Untamtftwng Inneft1b der EumpAischen Union for
diesel Varschlag zu erhaften, machten wir ihnen crie Ge"nhelt geben, die armngenden
PmduktIlsWn daraufnIn zu Oberprofen, ab 1hrerseb EInwOnde gepn eine vIN099 Zolfflrelhelt
fOr die auf9d0hrten Pmdukto bestehen.

Wr "rden Lm freuen, wunn Sle une evontuelle EInwAnde gogen die Einbezishung
bestlmmtar Pmdukto In die-so Mative We turn IL Junl 1999 mitteffen kannten. Falls
wfr bin dahIn von Ihnen Mine ROckmalclung edulten, warden wir die Zollfrelhelt fClr die
aurgdOhMen Elektroprodulde beforworten.

Mk froundlichem Mftq

ZENTRALVERIBAND ELEMOTECHNIK.
UND ELEKTRONIIGNDUSTRIE e.V.
Die Gosctdfthvvung
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